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Abstract

As an important aspect ofimnge analysis, texture identification ha~ !le('11 ]Jur

sued by many researchers. Among techniques developed, Lite apllro<\ch of lILI)(ldillg

texture images through a 2-D Autoregressive (AR) Model i~ of special lnkrest. Tlw

major problem with the modeling methods is the c!\timnlion of llarumdl~ndllt' In

the intensive amount of computation involved. From a parnllcl cOlliputing lI('fS!'I'("

live, parameter estimation can be implemented by learning proCL'(!llTC of;1 llCllwl

network, and texture classification can be mapped into a ncufal conl!mlaLioll. A

multilayer network is proposed which consists or three suhnets, llnmdy the illl'lI!

subnct (ISN), the analysis subnct (ASN) and the classification sllhnd (c.:SN). TIll:

network obtains the classification capability through IUt ll.llaptive learning !'rOCt:.

dure. In the processing phase, images proceed through the nclwork without lIl'!

preprocessing and feature extraction required by many other lechniflu ....'li.

An integrated texture segmentation technique is proposed to ~cglllCllt tcxLurcri

images. The technique is implemented by comparing local region prolll~rtic~, wbidl

are represented by a 2·D AR model, in a hierarchical manner. It is ahle t(, grow

all regions in a textured image simultaneously starting from initially decided in·

ternal regions until smooth boundaries arc formed hetwccn all :l.lljacclll rc~ioll~.

The performances of the classification and segmentation techniqucs nrc sh'jwlI Ily

experiments on natural textured images.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Texture Analysis Problem

Texture is the term used to describe the organized area. phenomena which exist on

the surfaces of objects. Textures can be easily observed from natural images, such

11~ images of grass lands, leaves uf trees, a patch of sandy beach and many other

outdoor sccnes. Further examples are the textures that can be found from satellite

lIIulispcctral images, photomicrographs of ores and minerals, electron micrographs

and microscopic imnges in biological or medical studies.

A universal texture definition, however, is difficult to give because of the diver

sity of natural and artificial textures. Generally, texture can be considered as "a

stmcturc composed of a large number of more or less ordered similar elements or

patterns without one of these drawing special attention" [I). In a uniform texture



image, gray values of pixels exhibit some kind of homogl'neity. It i~ bcliewI[ l.\mt

the variation of gray values in one subregion of a texture i\l1llgC will sholl' a ~iEllilar

pattern with those of other subregions of the image.

Texture image classification and seglllentation arc the two maill oujel-tiws in

texture analysis. Texture image dassification identifies an input ~exlurc sample

as one of a set of possible lexture classes, while th<:! aim of lextllre sel:\llIelllnlillll

is to divide an image with different tcxturflS into subregions that have uniform

textures. For a texture analysis process, the first and the lIIost importanl slep is

to extract texture features which can generalize lhe texturn! charadcr;slil~s of lilt'

original images. The requirement for this step is to choose llll: texlurnl r(~l\lllreS 10

be as compact as possible and as discriminating as possilJle. At lIle Illcatlwhilt:, as

a texture analysis process tends to consume long compntational timc, an ellkient

feature extraction is very critical for a method to be allplied ill rent llppliClllioli.

Structural and the statistical fedures have been used for lexture realllre rep

resentation. Structural approaches appt:ar to be approprialc ror periodic texlures

with a low noise le\'el and are not considered to be useful in real applicalion.

Most statistical features are based on tonal properties or paltern prollcrtieli. They

usually strong in measuring textures from one aspect, but deficient in descrilJillJ;

others. Other statislical methods represent textures by stochaslic models. The~e

methods build more complete statistical models for lexlured images, Ilowf:ver, lire

often limited in application due to the computational burden in model parameter



e~till1ation.

In thi~ thesis, the approaches of texture classification and texture segmentation

arc explored with 2-D Autoregressive (AR) model rept'esentation and neural net

work implementation. Special efforts are made in seeking a natural combination

between 2-D Autoregressive (AR) model and neural network concepts to perform

a texture analysis task efficiently. The main idea is motivated by two important

characteristics o[ neural computation, namely the highly parallel execution and the

adaptive learning ability. With the neural computation, the process of establishing

a stochastic model for a given texture maps to a neural adaptive learning process.

Compared to models estimated by least square error (LSE) technique, which is

often used for stochastic model parameter estimation, models built by the neural

computation have proved to be more adaptive to gray level variation and more

tolerant to th~ possible noise contained in natural images.

A texture segmentation algorithm, which can be considered as an application

of the designed neural network, is also proposed. Current texture segmentation

algorithms can be classified to four categories, including algorithms based on es·

timation theory, clustering, edge detection, and region extraction. The segmenta

tion algoriUlln proposed in this thesis is an integrnted region extraction technique

wI,icll combines the strengths of region splitting and merging and the region grow

ing techniques for texture segmentation. The algorithm is superior to a region

merging and splitting algorithm in its parallel nature. The regions produced do



not depended on the sequence in which regions arc merged. Some drawlmrk. "r

a region growing technique, such iLl, seed put is decided in a sllVL'TviSt.'t1 I\mnner

and a seed part only cont&ins one pixel, arc also overCOIIICl. To handle the situa1ion

in which the types of textures appearing in I\n image untler investigation arc not

known beforehand, a ty~ determining mechanism is do;igned 10 be IIsctl Iwfon'

the segmentation procedufC to decide the textufCs includ<.'C1 in tile image.

1.2 Structure of the System

The proposed neural network consists of three subnels, namely the input ~ullnd

(ISN), the analysis subnet (ASN). and the classification suhnel (CSN) (~'igurc 1.1).

Each suhnet consists of more than one layer of nodes. Every two adjacent subneb

have forward connections, in which the output of each subnet serves as input 1"

the next suhnet in the network.

The input suhncl accepts a texture pattern as input and distribut<:s the nor

malized input pll.Uern to the analysis suhnet. The analysis subncl consids of a lid

of channels, each of which models a particular texture clau hy a 2-D AR mllliel

and produces all. error value that measures the difference between all. input texlure

pattern and the pattern generated by that channel using the AR model. The nUI\I

ysis subnet computes a set of total error values. The c1a.uificnlioll subncl decirlCK,

using a competition mecha.nism, to which leJdure dan the inpul pattern helongs.

An overview or the proposed segmenta.tion algorithm is given as a flowchlut ill
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Figure 1.1: Overall structure of proposed neural classifier.



J
I Parillo" an input image into disjoint blocks I

j
I Determine Ine types of textures and initial internal rc/;ions 1

j

I Label initial regions I

I Divide all remaining undetermined areas into smaller subbJoch

I

I
Extend each internal region by merging its neighboring sullblocks

which have the same texture

Figure 1.2: Overview of the segmentation procedure.

Figure 1.2.

1.3 Organization of This Thesis

This thesis is organized into eight chapters. Chapter Two bricny surveys cxiNting

texture classification and segmentation algoritnms. Chapter Three reviews typical

neural networks and their application in image analysis and proc::cssing. (JJ1lI.ptcr

Four introduces how the 2-D AR model can represent a two-uimcnsional random



field defined on a textured image. The method of using neural computation to

perform 2-D AR model parameter estimation is aliO addressed in this chapter.

With the neural computation introduced in Chapter Four, the Chapter five de

scribes the overall multilayer network structure and the computations for neurons

at each level during the application phase of the network. In order to deal with im

ages in the orientations different from training samples, Chapter Six provides two

modified versions of the neural network to recognize textured images in arbitrary

orientation. As an application of the neural network in Chapter Five, a segmenta

tion algorithm, which is an integrated region extraction technique, is proposed in

Chapler Seven. The performance of the fiegmenh.tion algorithm is also discussed.

The conclusion and diseuuion are given in Chapter Eight.



Chapter 2

Survey Of Texture Analysis

Techniques

2.1 Introduction

This chapter gives a brief review of existing texture features and texture classifi

cation techniques. Texture segmentation techniques, including methods haseel 011

estimation theor;', edge detection, clustering, edge extraction and rl:gion oxime-

tion, are also discussed.

2.2 Texture Features

Pure structural viewpoint assumes that II. texture is described by some primitives

following by a placement rule. In this view1 a lexturt: is considered to be generated



by primitivC5 wllich oceur repeatedly according to the placement rule. Such meth

ods nrc greatly limited because the types of regular textures that can be described

by structural features arc seldom encountered in the real world. Hence, structural

features have been of little interest to Inost researchers.

tu a result, the major focus in texture analysis over the last twenty years

has been on statistical approaches. From the statistical point of view, texture is

regarded ns II. sample of a probability distribution on the image space. Texture i~

either defined by statistic features or a stochastic model which is characterized by

a set of pnrameters.

2.2.1 Commonly Used Statistical Features

In the la.te \970's and early 1980's, most statistical approaches were based on the

extraction of statistical features such as spatial frequency aad probability densities

of various local or co·occurrence properties. Some of those features have been

sllccessfully IIsed i.l specific applications such as classification of geological terrain

images, satellite images of clouds, and some segmentation experiments.

In the following pnragraphs, seven types of commonly adopted statistical fea

tnres, together with their advantages and limitations, are briefly discussed.



2.2.1.1 Fea.tures from Digital Transform Techniques

In the digital transform techniques, an image is rccxprcssed into a new l:o(Jfl[ill;\h'

system, such as the sin-cosine basis sel ill tile I~ourier lrnlLsforlll or the Walsh fUlIl:-

tion basis set in the Hadamard transform. The coellicienl valul:s in the lrallsforllll~d

image relate to spatial frequency. Since fine textures are rieh iu high frcquclll'ie~

and coarse textures arc rich ill low frequencies, the information from thl' trall~-

formed image in the spatial spac.e can be used to identify textures. Severnl types

of transforms, including Fourier, Hadamand and Slant lrnmforms, have lll..'l.m lIsee!

in lhis manner to do texture analysis. It is reported that no big differenc.' hils

been found among the different transform methods [2J.

The power spectrum can also be adopted to measure textnres In power Sp<...'C'

trum method, three features are commonly used: (1) annu]ar-rillggcomclry, whidl

gives a total contribution of light energy of one frequency componelll, illllClwu<!cnt

of direction; (2) wedge sampling geometry, which gives the tolal ell(~rgy of Olll'

direction independent of frequency; and (3) parallel-slit slunpliul; geollldry, whir-h

measures the energy transmitted through a slit of specified IClLl;lIl lUld widlh wllell

the Fourier plane is rotated to a specified angle.

2.2.1.2 Features from the Autocorrelation Functioll

The autocorrelation function can be llsed to describe textures because it indic;~les

the sizes of primitives. III a textured image, the autocorrelation (unction will drop

IO



off and ris~ again pcriodically. Uthe primitives of the image arc relatively large, its

autocorrelation will drop off slowly with the distance. If the primitives are small,

thc autocorrelation will drop off quickly with distance. The spatial information

enn therefore be characterized by the correlation coefficient.

This approach is related to the Fourier transform technique in that the au

tocorrelation function and the power spectra! density fundion are the Fourier

transforms of each other. Experiments have also shown that both methods have

similar performance [8).

2.2.1.3 Features from Spatinl Grny-Tone Dependence (Co·occurrence)

1'he spatial gray level dependence method is based on the estimation of the joint

condition probability density function, P{i,jlfl,O). Each P(i,jlfl,O) denotes the

probability of concurrence of a pair of grny levels (i,j) at distance rl and angle

o. The cstimated values can be written in a matrix fOrI,1, which is called the

concurrencc mntrix. As such matrices of gray level spatial dependence frequencies

depend on both the angular relationship and the distance between gray values in

an image, they can capture both the direction and the size information. A variety

of Ilwasures can be employed to extract useful textural information from those

matrices, such as cnergy, contrast, correlation, entropy a.nd local homogeneity [3].

11



2.2.1.4 Features fl'Olll Gellcf<llizcd Gray-Toile Spat.ial Dt.'p'~l\d"l1cC

This method is similar to the co-occurrence method ill that Loth describe t~'xllln's

by estimating the joint probability distribution. The co-occurrence method ("akll-

lates the probability of two pixels with given grey values ane! dista.tKc, while this

method describes the local texture information by calculating the joint probahility

distribution of a neighbor with eight directions.

The generalized Grey Tone Spatial Dependence CQllsi(lers nn arrangement uf

gray values of a pixel neighborhood as a primitive. l;or cXRttlple, a :1 x :! tlt:igh-

horhaod with 4 gra.y levels for each grar value will have f' (lifrcrent primitives.

Histogram statistics which indicates the frequency of the occurrence of 1111 tile

primitives in an image can then reveal the texture information. Tlie prohlcJIl wiLh

this technique is the heavy computation due to the high dilllclIsiom~lily for Lltc

probability distribution.

Recently, a texture spectrum approa.ch was proposed wllich is a variatioll of

Grey Tone Spatial Dependence [28J. In this approach an eight ck:lllent llcigltbur-

1

0 if V; < V,

Bi"" 1 if V; "" Vo

2 if II; > \1)

i:= 1, ... ,8.

where II; is the grey value of a neighborhood clement and \It) is tlte central cll~'

ment. In this way, the number of primitives CRn be reduced hut ~OJlIC of the detllil

12



information is lost fIS well.

2.2.1.5 FeatUl·es from Texture Edgellcss

Textures can be described by the number of edges within per unit area [39J because

coarse lexturcs have a small number of edges per unit area and fine textures have a

huge number of edges per unit rorea. By using this approach, a gradient image can

be first obtained by using Robert's gradient measure or other gradient extraction

techniques. The average value of the gradient in the image can then be calculated

to characterize a texture.

2.2.1.6 Felltul·cS from Run Length

A grey level run is a set of consecutive pixels with the same grey level value. Given

the direction of the run, a matrix ca.n be constructed in which each dement PliJI

indicates the number of runs with length j for grey value i. For a coarse texture,

relative long runs would occur relatively often. In contrast, short runs would occur

more frequently for fine textures. Several features can be defined, i.e., long runs

emphasis, gray distribution, tun length distribution and tun percentage [8J. This

method is very sensitive to noise 121.

~.2.1.7 FcntUI·es (l·om Filter Masks

A set of masks can be used to characterize textures [91. The approach consists of

two steps. In the first step, a zero sum mask is used to convolve a whole input

13



image. The convolution masks are designed tu be ~ensitive to slrllcl.llT\·~ SUi'll a~

edges and spots. In the second step, 1\ mei\.liure called lexhHC cnergy i~ c\'ah\l~tt:d

at each pixel in the convolved image over a large wimlow by su\\\ming the Vllltlt'S in

the window. For a particular texture, the texture energy is conjectured to IIc within

a certain range, so different texture energies can distillguisll differcnt. lcxlurcs.

2.2.2 A Comparison of Statistical Features

Many of the features described above have been used in special applications. A

wide c1i\.lis of images have been tested by using the gray level co·occurrencc Illclhorl

and the gray level t.one features [4, 5, 19, 8]. It WIlS concluded that features based on

the gray level co·occurrence and the gray levcltone perform much heller than fen·

tures Crom Fourier transforms [1, 8\. Therefore il is believed that texture pallerus

are more appropriately modeled in the space domain r<lther than thc rrc1IUCl1cy

domain since both gray level co-occurrence ami gray level tone c1mractl:ri~e til\"

spatial relationships of gray levels in nn image. Qne dmwhack for the CO-ocmrrl:ll':e

method is that it consumes a large amount of computation bccansc IlllLny lIlatrices

have to be computed. Another limitation is the lack of allY tllcory tu I;llide for

choosing a particular ~et of features. For gray levcltone fealures, the Cornlllltl~ti(J1l

time can be extremely long because of the histogram technique adopted.

Features from texture edgeness are poorer than that of thc conCllrreflCl~l/Iethod

but better than that of the frequency method [1, 81.

14



The gray level running length method is very ~en5itive to noise, 50 it is not

considered for gray value images. It is, however, suitable (or binary images 12J.

Prom the computational efficiency point of view, features (rom filtered masks

can be regard lL5 low cost featuTCs. 'fhe limitation is that a single mask is normally

ideal in reflecting only one uped of texture properties, e.g., edge detection or

spot detection. Sinre natural images are often complex, it is hard to di51inguish

all textures by using one muk.

2.2.3 Describing Textures by Stochastic Models

Another statisticallLpproach is to model a texture lI.lI a stochutic random field. In

this approach, a textured image is viewed lI.lI a realization o( a stochastic process

which can be specified by a set of· parameters. These parameters can then be

used to identify textures in classification &nd segmentation. Since 1980, many

researchers have been interested in using stochastic models to represent textures.

The random models most commonly used are the Markov Random Field (MRF)

110, II, 121, the Gibbs Random Field (GRF) (22, 24, 23J and the 2-D Autoregressive

(AR) [14, IS, 16, :i0l models.

An carly .tudy of stochastic approaches for texture identification u.ed MRF.

!IO). These are multidimensional generalization. of Markov Chains, which are

defined in terms of conditional probabilities based on spatial neighborhoods. There

Me different orden of neighborhoods. Each neighborhood corresponds to a. clique

15



class (a clique is a graph whOle vertex set is c:ompmed of vertices such tlmt cncll

one is a neighbor of all othen). A set of p3rameten associated with the c1iqllcs of n.

given neishborhood configuration determine a. MRF. These parameters constitute 1\

feature space and thus can be used for texture c1auificntion and seglllcntatiun. 'The

major disadvantage with these models is thllt the estimation of thC5C parillllctCJ5

is very diffkult.

Using an AR model, a. textured image can be synthesized as 1\ lincur combi

nation of the neighboring values with random lloi6e values. The cocfficicnL6 or

these linear combinations could be considered as a set of fentnres which explicilly

express the spatial relation of each pixel with its neighbors. Tilc estimntion of lin:

AR model is less difficult than that of MRF or eRF 111, 15, 16, 301.

In any stochastic model texture analysis approaches, three problcms to be oon

sidered Ilre; (1) choosing the modd and the order of the model (or the approprinte

neighborhood); (2) estimating the parameters of the model; and (3) choosing lIlC

appropriate classification or segmentation techniques. The first two problems arc

closely related with each other. A higher order neighborhood certainly increlUClI

the accuracy of the chosen model, but at the same time it al.60 makes the stochadic

estimation of the parameters extremely difficult. Different techniques arc \Ised to

make such computations possible.

Due to the complexity of these models, choosing an appropriate neighhorhood

becomes very difficult. Some pouible procedures, such as Akaike's information
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criterion, l\rc used to decide a. neighborhood (261. A very heavy computation is

involvctl in those procedures. Usually, a fixed size neighborhood is empirically

determined.

For model parameter estimation, an early used technique is the coding method

introduced by Besag in [201. The coding method is basically a maximum likelihood

estimation that yields parameter estimates which maximize the conditional joint

distribution. By using this approach, an image is divided as two subsets, such

that points of the two subsets are evenly intersected on the image. A maximum

likelihood estimation from one subset can be obtained by the condition that the

other subset is fixed; estimation of the other subset can then be achieved in the

same way. The result is given by combining the two procedures properly. This

method results in low efficiency because only a subset of the data is used.

An alternative parameter estimation was proposed for GRF [22) which con

sists of the histogram technique and a standard linear least square estimation.

This approach expresses the sum of the potential functions by a set of compo

nents corresponding to all cliques contained in the neighborhood, and then using

l'I. histogram to estimate the joint distribution and obtain the parameters. The

computation is easier than that of the coding method.

Least square estimation (LSE) and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) are

commonly used methods for parameter estimation. The results obtained by LSE

and by MLE are nearly the same, however, the former is computationally easier.
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Hence least square estimation is more frequently used in parameter cstinlntion.

2.3 Classification Techniques

In most t:&l5Q, a non-parametric classifier is used in texture classification since the

pallern cIlUS distributions are not known. The nearest neighbor (NN) allllfOf\ch ill

frequently adopted. This decision rule assigns a pattern 10 tile nearest clnss 1\1110111;

all possible neighbors, which ate computed from training samples. Euclideall dill,

tance is commonly used as the distance metric.

There have been attempts to design orientation independent das~ilitntioll al·

gorithms by averaging features over different directions lIB, 191. li'or example, it

has been suggested that features defined on gray level eo-occurccllce matrix can

be averaged over four matrices computed from 0", 45·, 90" and 1:15". However,

the perfonnance of such features has not ~::1 ltll'ted in experiment wllith 1I.re1

differently oriented samples of t~lures. A stochutic texture model calkod the

circular symmetric autoregreS5ive mode was proposed in IIBJ. which utililLlCll" cir·

cular neighborhood. The elements of this circular neighborhood can be lhollghl

of as symmetrical points located on a unit radius circle. Three rotll.tion invariant

features can in turn be extracted from this circular neighborhood.
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2.4 Segmentation Techniques

Segmcntlltion is the partitioning of an image into regions that are homogeneous

with respect to some characteristics. Texture segmentation techniq'lcs can be ca.te

gorized into four dasses: (1) estimation theory based segmentation; (2) edge based

segmentation; (3) clustering based segmentation; and (4) region based segmenta

tion.

2.4.1 Based on Estimation Theory

Three segmentation techniques using Maximum A Pas/criol'i (MAP) estimation

have been developed, namely dynamic programming, stochastic relaxation (simu

lilted annealing) and detcrmin.i.stic relaxation.

When using MAP as the estimation criterion, the object is to have an estimation

rule which yields erso that ma,amizes a posteriori distribution P(X = xlY = y} Cor

a given 1/. The difficulty in determining x is due to the Cact that the maximizatio.\

is to be done over M N ,N1 possible configurations in an M-valued image of size

N. x N~. To make the computation possible, approximations are adopted in each

technique from different viewpoints.

2.4.1.1 Dynamic Progrnnuning

MAP estimation techniques are used to develop suboptimal but computationally

lrndablc segmentation algorithms to segment binary textured images [211. Such
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algorithms use two stages of dynamic programming. In the lint $lep, a gcllcrali'.c....d

dynamic programmintj algorithm is applied to cach row of thc imagc, yidding 1\ ~d

o( C&Ildidate 5egmentahonl (or eacll row. In the 5CCOnd dcp, I\. final SCGlIIcntlltioll

is (armed from the partia.! re5ults calculated in the lint dage.

Dynamic progr&mming can be extended to multilevel imagcs by arlopling GiLb~

Distribution (GD) (221. A hierarchical GO model is composcil or tWe> Icvc15. I\t

the higller level, a GD model is used to divide imagc pixels into rcgioll~ with

similar features. That is, if a pixel is of a certo.in type, its 1I1.';glJlloring pi)(c1~

should also have: a high probability of bcing thc snme type. At the lowt.. r level,

the features are modeled by another set of GO. Based all this hierarchical model,

the MAP estimates (or the processed region are carried out recursively. lk'Cl\\ISC

of the cnormous computational complexity, the recursive algorithm is armngl.-tl l\..

follows: first, a D-row drip is processed and an estimation for the strip is aMain

by dynamic programming. Only keep the C5timation for the first row and distaffl

the rest. Then the strip consisting of rows from 2 to 0+ 1 is processed ill thc liallll:

way, and so on, until the estimation for the whole imAge is obtailll:d.

However this method is computationally tractable only for Sro,i\1! grey value

scales. For images more than (our grey levels, hierarchical Iicgmclltatioll iii COIl

structed as a sequence of binary segmentation processes, i.e., an image i~ fifNt

segmented into two region types, each regiorl is then scgmented into two suhre

gions, and so on. This algorithm is reported to be succc~sful on images conlaining
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2 or 3 texlure types, where cach texture type has 2 or 4 grey levels.

2.4.1.2 Stochastic Relaxation

A hierarchical stochastic model based on the Gibbs Distribution for texture image

segmentation was presented in [211. Stochastic relaxation and simulated annealing

were uscd for computing the MAP estimation for segmentation.

A Gibbs Distribution has the following representation

where T stands for a computational analogue for "Temperature". High tempera-

tures indicate a loose coupling between neighboring pixels and a chaotic appear-

nnce. At low temperature the coupling is tighter and the image appears more

regular. Simulated annealing is a process that slowly decreases the temperature l'

and forces the system into a low energy state.

This algorithm can converge to a global maximum. However, convergence to a

global minimum is extremely slow and hence is not practically implementable. In

practice, it either converges to a local maximum or terminates before it converges

at nil.

2.4.1.3 Deterministic Relaxation

Another kind of relaxation, named deterministic relaxation, was introduced in [25J.

Let ,1/ = {Vi}) be the observed image and :r. be the segmentation of image y. The
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objective of segmentation is to maximize P(X "" .rp· "" y) Witll rcsllCct lo .r

for a given 1/. In the deterministic relaxation problcm, thc schcllle to lI11l.ximi'(.c

P(X "" xl\' = y) is; select a pixel (i,j) and assume all neighborhood [lixcls

(k, /) =f. (i,j) ILre to be fixed at their optimum values; then update .r;) by lhe value

that maximizes P(X "" xl)' = y). Then move 10 olller pixels and npdale each

one sequenlially. After many iterations the algorithm converges to the lIll1.Ximlllll

of P(X "" xlY = y). This deterministic relaxation is raster in convergellce bul 1101

necessarily converges to l\ global one. In order to avoid to a local tllaximulIl, tIle

method of varying the neighborhood during each iteration or the relaxalion was

used to make the convergence closer to the global ma.x.imum.

In a comparison described in [25], the results produced by deterministic rcllu

ation, stochastic relaxation, and dynamic programming algorilllllls shower! to b('

I:omparable. The deterministic relaxation with varying neighborhoods was <lc111oll

strated to be faster than stochastic relaxation and appears to be less possihlc 10

converge to local maximum than the deterministic relaxation is. From lhe eXpcr

iments presented in [21j, [22J, [241, and [25J, segmentation lcchniqucs based 011

estimation theories are mostly applied to images with only 2 to <1 grny levels :lml

containing two or three textures. Besides, they require n largc lIumber of l'l~~~CS

over the image and are extremely time consuming.
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2.4.2 Based on Edge Detection

In ohjec~ identification, edges can be extracted by identifying abrup~ gray level

changes in an image. For a textured image, edges between texture regions can

be detected by identifying the changes in texture feature values. In extending

convcn~ionaledge detection methods to perform texture segmentation, the texture

features are computed by using overlapping or non-overlapping windows over the

image, and the texture features extrac~ed from each window a(e then transformed

in~o real values. An edge detection operator (such as the Roberts operator) is

then applied to the transformed new image to obtain a gradient image. Finally, a

predefinecl threshold is used to decide texture edges.

Severnl edge based segmentation techniques exist [37, 36, 381. The main differ

ence between these edge based segmentation techniques is the choice of the texture

features.

Some drawbacks with this approach are: (1) at the place where the change of

feature images bdween two regions is not abrupt enough, a gap occurs and th~

edge might be lost. Hen';e closed edges cannot be produced and linking procedure

is needed to connect the incomplete edges into closed boundaries; and (2) the

threshold value which is used to decide edges on gradient images is hard to be

defined because of the complex boundaries between various textures.
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2.4.3 Based on Clustering

In a ~extured image, each class of homogeneous regiolls is assullLed to rOrlu a

distinct cluster in the space of featmes selected. A cluslcring tcchllil!lIc I'xlrnch

texture features for each pixel in an image, and a clustcring method is thcn llsed

to group the points in the feature fopace into dusters [31, :Hi].

Some limitations afthis technique are: (1) large amollnts of computation timc

are required because features have to be extracted for each pixel in nn image; (2)

such clustering produces noisy boundaries because the neigllboring information is

not considered.

2.4.4 Based on Region Extraction

Region extraction is performed by comparing local region properties extracted over

an appropriate window. This type of method includes the splitting allil mcrgillg

approach and the region growing approach.

A fundamental problem in a region based approach is the choice of an nppropri.

ate window size over which the local properties arc extracted. If a small window is

used, the properties are not reliable and it is difficult to accurately detect h~xture

boundaries. If a textured ima,!;e is measured over a large window, it is hard to find

uniform texture regions.

A splitting and merging technique using a pyramid structure was dcscrih(~d in

(40]. In this approach, a block is determined as a uniform region if its contllillcd
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blocks are considered lo be similar in texture properties. Otherwise, the block is

split and lhe process is repeated for each of its contained blocks. Tne s~gmenta

tion is completed when no undecided block is left on the image. The boundaries

produced by this method tend to be a sawtooth shape because of the difficulty of

deciding the region properties when blocks are very small.

In the region growing technique, regions are extended from some starting points

until the boundaries of regions are reached. A region growing technique was intro

duced in (421, in which each region in an image is grown starting from a selected

posilion by using a modified random walk technique. In this walk, a move is made

from a pixel to its neighbor if the similarity between the two pixels satisfies a

predefined threshold. For each pixel in the image, a count is used to record how

mnny times that pixel is visited. Regions are then extracted by thresholding the

visit-count array. Some limitations of this approach are; (1) l(\ng computation

time is required since features have to be computed for each pixel in the image; (2)

large memory is required because a counter has to be used for each pixel during

the random process; (3) some interior points in the regions are mislabeled because

of the random nature of pixel visiting.

Compared to the clustering and the edge detectioll methods, the results pIO

duced by region based methods tend to be mOIe slable and less noisy. One difficulty

of region extraction methods is that there is no simple way to properly incorporate

tlte local feature information. Another common limitation is that a gred deal of
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computation time is required because the procedures Me perrormcd in :1.11 ikrative

The principles of primary texture c1a..~sification and ~egmcntatioll techniql\l'~,

their strengths and weaknesses, as well as the performances have hL'ell reviewed in

this chapter. A general review of current neural nelworks will he given in till' next

chapter.
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Chapter 3

Neural Networks

3.1 Introduction

A review of important neural networks is presented in this chapler. In the past

decade. there have ~n increasing interest in artificial neural networks, due to the

learning capability and massive parallelism. A neural network is specified by a

net topology, node characterillia, and a training rule which 5pecifies how node

connection weights should be adapted during the lC:l.rning proee5l. Informalion is

encoded in a neural network in a distributed fashion, and the ability to give correct

output for each input is learned by training on selected samples according to the

tmining rule.

Neural nelwork Iy~teml have received extensive attention in the area of pattern

tcrognilion in recent years and have been applied to many areas, such as character
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recognition, image analysis, nahnallangllagc processing, and 8p~·er.h fcn'glliti"".

TIle focus of this chapter is on those networks which Imv(~ fOllnd 111\'ir applirali"u

in image processing and image Rnalysis.

3.2 Back Propagation Neural Network

The back-propagation algorithm provides a mechanism for llw dt:vdollllll'lIl, Hf

multilayer networks composed of units with sigmoidal ;ldivi~ti(]l1 fUlldiolis IMI

It assigns a strong discrimination power to multilayer networks. '['h,·orctinilly.

multilayer networks can be considered as nonlinear maps with lhe dell\l'lIls of till'

weight matrices as parameters. A typical lI1ullilnyer network illdlltles :111 inpul

layer, an output layer and one or more hidden layers. Th(· weights IwtW'~'ll tw"

layers are adjusted to minimize a suitable function of the Nrot bclw'~:11 tlw"lltl'"l

of the network and a desired Ol1tPllt of the lletwork. II t[ist.:olllinilolis 11"\I'l'ill~

such as a nearest neighbor rule is used at the last stage to lIIap the illllilt s,·t

into points in the range space corresponding to outpul classes. In f(:t.:t~nt y"llrs,

back propagation networks have repeatedly shown their high discrimillati"U al,ilily.

These networks are capable of recognizing more complex pallcrns UHUI lh"sl~ UllIt

can be recognized by the classical image analysis operations.

Multilayer networks trained by the hack-propagation algorithm have proVl:<I

to be extremely successful at solving pattern recognition problcms 147, -1!IJ. III

image il.nalysis, back-propagation has heen applied to target reCOI;!litioll, dHoracl,:r
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recognition, image compression, and image coding [50, 51, 52, 53].

3.3 Competitive Neural Network

A competitive neural network consists of laterally interconnected nodes. The inter

action in a competitive neural network includes p05itive interaction from a node to

it~c1f and negative interaction between a node to other nodes. Typical competitive

networks arc the Maximum network and Hopfield networks [55].

In a discrete HopReld Network, all nodes in the net are connected to all others.

A number of slate vectors can be stored in such a net. If a distorted pattern is pre

sented to the net, the net has the ability to recall the original pattern [64, 65]. The

continuous Hopfie1d network is well suited to class optimization problems which

can be described in terms of a energy function [65]. In this type of application,

n problem is repre!'lented as a set of constraints, and energy function is designed

nccording to those constraints. A weighted matrix is then constructed according

to this energy function, and a differential equation that descrihes the dynamics of

each neuron in the network is derived from this weighted matrix. The best solu

tion can be derived by using the differential equation to minimize the configuration

energy until the nelwurk converges to the lowest energy configuration.

1I0pfieid networks provide an alternative approach to pattern recognition, and

have been used in object recognition [67J, image segmentation [661 and the cor

respondence vroblcm in stereo vision 168J. Limitations of the Bopfield networks
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include: (1) in discrete Bopfield net, the number oC pattern~ lhat call be Ilon:d

and recalled is leverely limited by the number oC node. required; Ilnd (2) Cor COli'

tinuous Ropfield networks, it il oCten very difficult to define a wciShl 1lI11.lrix to

well represent. constrainl of an application (55).

3.4 Kohonen Self-Organizing Network

Kohonen's self-organizing network [60] consi~tI of a single Inyer of ueuron~. '!'Imlle

neurons are highly interconneded within the layer IlS well Il~ to the outside worili.

The Kohonen network can bt! considered a mapping in which points in N-dimt:u:4inrml

pattern space arc mapped into a smaller numbcr oC points in RII output SpRCC. ThiM

mapping is achieved in a selC-organized manner. The nctwork has IJccn lI~cd in

object segmentation (691.

3.5 Adaptive Resonance Theory

Adaptive resonance theory (ART) 159,4.71 is an extension of competitive learning

schemes in which the learning oC new information docs not dC$troy old inforrm.tioll.

A feedback mechanism exists between the competitive layer and the inpullnyer or

a network. This feedback mechanism automaticlllly swilchC$ between tim stahle

and the plastic modes. Uthe network haJIlearned previously to recognil\e nn ill]lut

vedor, then a resonant state wiU be achieved quickly when that input vedou ill
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presented. If no match is found, the network will enter a resonant state in whith

the new pattern will be stored for the first time.

Two architectures named ARTI and ART2 have been developed for binary

input vectors and for gray-scale patterns respectively [48J.

3.6 Other Networks

Several multilayer net.works have been built for special purposes. Neocognit.ron

is one such network which was designed for character recognition {51, 58J. The

model is n hierarchical network consisting of many layers of cells, and variable

connections between the cells in adjoining layers. At. low stages, simple features

such as horizontal and vertical short line segments are extracted and at high stages

more complica.ted features are obtained based on the result of early stages. By

supervised learning or \lnsupervised learning, the network can obtain the ability

to recognize input patterns according to the differences in their shapes.

Other multilayer networks designed for image analysis include a five stage net.

work designed for invariant object recognition of binary images [61J, mutilayer

Gabor-based Networks for image segmentation [62J, and a hierarchical neural net·

work for edge enhancement [63J.

Typically, multilayer networks have the following limitations: (1) learning is

slow when complex decision regions are required; and (2) a very large number

of nodes can be required by a complex recognition task. In this case, it may be
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impossible to reliably e.timll.te weights from the trnining datil..

3.7 Learning Methods

There are two types of learning procedures, nnmely supervised learning ilmln!l'lI

pervised learning. In supervised learning, a network is provided with a humber of

training sets in which each set consists of an input p"Uern and 1\ desired ontln.t.

The neural network updates its internal weighls lLccording 10 hath the input Rnd

output data so as to produce the correct output for each input IHltterli [fj~, fif" [j0l.

Unsupervised learning assumes no correct respOnSt:s lLrc provided tv a 11'nrning

procedure. A network updates its weight according to tile input paHcrns 1I11IIer

certain assumptions about the nature of the data. Unsupervisctl Icamir.g usually

refers to the IC<lrning procedure in self-organizing nets, for instance, tllc Adllptivc

Rewn<lnce Theory (ART) (59J and the Kohonen feature map [60J. The limitation

of unsupervised learning is that it cannot learn arbitra.ry Cundions.

Most multilayer networks adopt supervised training 154, 56, 57J. In 5uperviliCd

learning, a network is provided with input-output paltern pairs. For each pair,

the network updates its internal weights to decrease the difference hetwt.ocn Ute

actual network's output and the desired output. The weighls arc iteratively ad·

justed until the network can produce the desired output in response to car-h illPllt

pattern. Usually, in order to respond correctly to a set of input pallerns which

require different outputs, all pairs of input pa.tterns and outputs wiU be altcrnaldy
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presented many times to a network.

The supervised training of a multilayer network typically involves a forward

propagation phase followed by a backward propagation phase. The forward prop

agation phase starts by providing an input pattern to the input of a network,

propagating the input forward through the hidden layers, and obtaining an output

at the output layer. In the backward propagation phase, the difference hetween the

output produced by the network and the desired output is calculated. A weight

changing rule is then applied backward through the layers to change the internal

weights of the network according to the amount of the difference value.

The square of error is usually utilized to measure how dose a ne~work is to

oMaining the desired output. This value is decreased as the learning procedure

proceeds. A learning procedure eventually stops at the state of convergence when

the value of the square of error is equal to or less than a predefined value.

A general survey of important neural networks, the learning algotithm~, and

the application of neural networks on pattern recognition and image analysis has

been given in this chapter. The principle of using neural computation in texture

discrimination, the structure of the proposed neural network, its learning delta

rule, and the classification and segmentation procedure win be presented from the

next chapter.
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Chapter 4

The 2-D AR Model

Representation And Its

Parameter Estimation through

Neural Computation

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, 2·D AR model has been proposeu in texture representation

for the purpose of texture classification or segmentation [14, 15, 16,301. However,

due to the difficulty and computation burden of palameter cstimRtion, low ef·

ficiency is often produced and the Ilccuracy of discrimination is also affected. In



this chapter, a method of performing 2·D AR model parameter estimation through

a neural computation is implemented. It demonstrates that, with the adaptive ca-

pabiJity of the neural network, the 2-D AR model parameter estimation can he

carried out in a natural way. The corresponding neural structure and a detail

derivation of the neural computation formulas are also presented.

4.2 The 2-D AR Model Representation

Let {yU,j)li E 1, "', M,j E 1, ... ,N} be the set of gray values of a given M x N

image. As a 2-D random field, y(i,j) can be described by the following equation:

y(i,j) = LOr~y((i,j)ffirq)+(3/I(i,j),
T~E¢

(4.1)

where'" denotes the associated neighborhood, 0,. is a set of parameters of the AR

model which characterizes the dependence of a pixel on its neighbors. Each O,~

is related to the gray value of a neighboring pixel at position «i,j) (f) 1"7)' where

"\jl" is an operation which displaces position (ij) to a position in the neighborhood

of (i,j) according to displacement '"q' p(i,j) is an independent Gaussian random

variable with zero mean and unit variance, and (3 is the coefficient of Il(i,j).

The above equation can be interpreted as follows: in a textured image, the

gray level !J(i,j) at location (i,j) is related to the linear combination of the gray

values of its neighboring pixels through the set. of parameters O,~, In other words,

the gray value of a pixel in a textured image can be represented by a combination
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Figure 4.1: The neighborhood in 2-D An. modcl.

of gray values of its neighboring pixels which is ~pt-,dfit'il by (}¥o' III lhi~ ~ellSC,

the paramelers Oro can be used as a feature vector to distinguish dilfcrclit lypl~~

of textures. The model parameters Or, can be estimaled from n givclI window.

Compared to MRF models, a 2-D AR model has the advantage that thc es~illmti()ll

of parameters is more direct. The least square estimalion (LSE) and lhe 11l1LxilllUIII

likelihood estimation (MI,E) methods are commonly employed for Ule pnrnllldcr

estimation of AR model. In this thCl5is, neural computation is IIscll to clitahlish

2·D AR model for textures and to further identiry textures by using tile lIIodel.

One of the major difficulties of modeling textures by a stochlUiti<: model is sc-

lecting an appropriate neighborhood. Usually, a model with a large I1cighborhooll

fits textures better than a model with a small neighborhood. However, a small

neighborhood can reduce the burden of computation. Dctnils regarding the deci-

sion rules for choosing appropriate size and shape of a neighborhood can bc round
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Figure 4.2: The neighborhood with 24 elements.

in [26,271. For computa.tional simplicity, the 3 x 3 neighborhood (Figure 4.1(a)) is

chosen by most tec1l1liques. In this thesis, a 3 x 3 neighborhood with four additional

diagonal neighbors (Figure 4.1(b)) was cbosen in orrier to represent more neigh

boring information within a reasonable amount of computation. For comparison,

a 24 element neighborhood (Figure 4.2) was also utilized in an experiment. Re

sults indicated that the 2-D AR model with this large neighborhood shows st:ong

discrimination ability in the classification of some test texture samples. However

the pn.rameter estimation process for such a model is much more computationally

expensive titan a model with neighborhood shown in Figure 4.l(b).
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4.3 Estimating AR Model Parameters by Nell-

ral Computation

The computation of a neural network used in patt~rn recognition lI~unlly l"OlISists

of two phases: the learning phase and the recognition phase. In 1I1e tCRmill1;

process of it neural network, for each training sample, all input ami it cOfrcspollllillg

output are provided. The network first IIses the input pattern togclher wilh its

current weights (possibly incorrect) to produce an Olltput, ILnd this olltllllt is then

compared with the desired output. If there is no difference, or the difference is

within an allowable range, no lraining is necessary. Otherwise, the Icarnillg process

is carried out to recluce the difference. A method of using an adaptive learning

process to estimate the 2-D model parameters is proposcd in this scclion.

4.3.1 Parameter Estimation by Using the Nelll'al Nct~

work with Linear Activation Units

Assume that 2-D AR Model puameters 0., for a given texLure are inilially ns-

signed to random valucs. For position (i,j), the difference betwecn the gray vallie

generated through parameter set 0•• and t.he real gray value YU,j) can be wriUen

'U,;) - (L O",((i,;) 0' ""j + I',,(i,;))·
'.Eo;
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The mean square error for lL given image can then be defined by

wherc k computes the mean value [181. Here. B can be considered as the measure

of thc total error between a real image lLnd its estimated image in which each gray

value is obtained from the gray values of its neighbors and the parameter set Or.'

E<[ualion 1.3 can be successfully represented as a network structure composed

of linear activation units. in which each activation unit performs the function

specified by

f,("(i,j)) ~ ,(i,j) ~ ,(i,j) - L: O",,((i,j) Ell ,,), (4.4)
r.E<I>

where f{i.n is the total input of a linear activation unit and fI(c(i,j)) is the output

of the unit (Figure 1.3).

The AR model parameters Or. are considered as wdghts of input connections

of the lincar unit. The neighborhood of position (i.n in the original image is

{{(i,n Ij)l'o), ...• ((i,j) (1) I"N)}' Each input y((i,j)ED I'~) is connected to the unit by

a link with weight Or.' The central pixel y(i.j) itself is connected to the unit by

a fixed weight of -1. The tolal unit input e(i.j) is the summation of all weighted

inputs which is calculated by equation 4.4.

With this linear unit. a network structure corresponding to equation 4.3 can

be designed as a two layer slructure (Figure 4.4). The input texture sample of size
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,IJ((i,j)$rll)

Figure 4.3: A linear I\ctivation unit.

texture sample layer

Figure 4.4: A two layer neural s~ructu:c.
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M x N is presented in the first layer. The second layer is a Iii! x N two dimensional

array of the linear units shown in Figure 4.3. AU linear units in the second layer

have the same set of weighb for thcir input connections. The parameter estimation

of a 2-D AR model can then be mapped to the adaptive learning process for this

three layer neural network. In the adaptive learning process, the weight set is

modified according to a delta rule to minimize the difference between an actual

result and the desired output. When this learning process terminates, the weight

set (Jr. will specify the AR model for the sample presented to the neural network.

'rhe weight seh Oro constitute an error space where each single set of Oro cor-

responds to one point in the error space. To find the weight set which minimizes

the total system error B, the method of steepest slope is used to look for this

minimum in the downward direction along the steepest slope in the error space.

The gradient of the error space can be written as

which is the partial derivalive of the total error I~ with respect to each weight.

Since this derivative should be proportional to the weight change, the rule for

changing weight can be written as:

where f and f + 1 refer to the current and previous weight modification cycles and

II is a constant called the learning rate. On each iteration, 'I is applied to maintain
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the change of parameter set sl1ch that the minimnilloint 0.1 the error >lIlIIl'C co.n L"

reached in a comparalively small amount of cOlllputation. TI\t" vnlllt, of 1/ ha~ to

he empirically determined. 1£ II i~ too large, the updating of tilt! .1nmlllcLcr >ld will

never reach the minilnllln, while if '1 is too small, the ]Jrocedlln~ takl'~ too 1I111n)'

iterations to converge.

Theoretically, a global minimal point should he found in thl' error ~Jlal"C llt tIll'

position where the gradient is zero. To rench this Iloint by the learning prIlCC~~, II,.

are initially assigned to random values and then updated to ht~ further "llnwll" tilt'

error space by using the delta rule (equntion .j.6). With an npprullriatcly t:h..~en

value of 'I, the delta rule can find a set of weights npproxinmtcly l1IilliUli1.ill~ lht·

error function.

4.3.2 Using Sigmoidal Activation Units

So far it has been shown that the network colUposed of !inerH adivation units

can be used to perform gradient descent in error space throngh 1~ dellll rul,~. 'I'hi~

gradient descent is guaranteed lo find the set of weights for 11 Ilfovirkrl trainiug

sample so that the weight set corresponds to the minimum error when tile ~raillillg

sa.mple is presented to the network. However, it should he noticed tlmt till) set I.Jf

weights produced by the learning process of the neura.l network with lint~llr lInit~

is not necessarily the most accurate weight set for tile given type of texture.

Let O~. denote the weight set for a given type of texture. For a pixd of Ull
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arhitrary sample of thil texture, the real gray Ylllue should be within a reasonable

range of the value estimatetl by the weight set Il:•. However, noise and distortion

may occur in different places of any samples. For a pixel with a large random

noise, the interrelation of the noise pixel with ih neighbors would not share the

same function with mOlt of pixels in the image. In this cue, the differences between

the real gray value of the noise pixel and the gray values estimated through 0':.

will be qui Ie significant. A linear unit, by its nature, provides no mechanism to

suppress the effect of such noise. Therefore, the aceumulated effcct caused by such

liaise will affect the weight lraining during the learning process. As a result, the

weight adaptation in the learning process wiU depart to some extent from the best

set of parameters of .. given texture. A mechanism to suppress the effect of noise

is therefore necessary to improve the accuracy of the weight adaptation.

A 1imilar problem will also occur when a multilayer network, which hal' the

linear unit layer as a part of colifiguration, is used to perform texture classification

after learning. Since a test ..mple generally «Intains noise, suppression of those

noise is needed to increase the classification accuracy of the neural network.

For these reallOn., sigmoidal activation unib are employed in the network. The

clinrll.ctcristic of the units can be described by a sigmoidal activation function

(4.7)

where n is the maximum value of the output of the sigmoidal activation function.

In this expression, the effed of .\ is to modify the shape of the sigmoidal function.
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I,(,(i.j))

Figure 4.5: The sigmoidal adivntion funclion llsed.

A hiSh value of A results in a more gently varying function thalL a low value of ..\.

The shape of the funclion is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The choice of paralllclct5 II

and .\ in the fundion will be discussed laler.

Correspondingly, the total error of the system with sigmoidal ncuraJ cdlshouJd

be written u:

f:£IJ,('(i,j))]'
'''''J=I

f: £II,(y(i,j) - L: O,,//«i,j) 'I, ",))1'·
;:lj=1 ".Eolo

('.')

The partial derivative of the total error g with respect to ellch weight ClUl then hi:

written as:
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Byequation 4.4, it is easy to see that

DIJ.I,(i,j))J' _ 21 ( (' .))81.('(i,j))
8c(i,j) - ~ c l,J Dc(i,j)'

By the sigmoidal function 4.7, we have

(4.10)

(4.11)

iJ~~;h? =- 2~0, (J.('li,j)) +o)(J,(o(i,j)) - 0), (412)

giving

iJlJa~(\~'j»))J' ~ j.(:(;;j)) (J.I,li,j)) +o)(J.('li,j)) - 0). (4.13)

Substituting 4.10 and 4.13 in equation 4.9, we have

~:' ~ f±/·I,(;,j))(J.I'(i,j)) +0)(/.(,(;,;)) - o),((i,j)$,·,))J. (4.14)
(J,. ,"'lj"'l 0 U

CorrCllpondingly, the delta rule is written as

0,,(1 + 1) ~ 0,.(1) +"0,,(1),

6.0•• ~ -'I f:±/·(:~,j))(J.('li,.i))+o)(J.(,(i,j)) - o),((i,j)$ ,,)J. (4.15)
",1)"'1 0

In the application of this delta rule, a predefined threshold value t is used as

the termination condition. Each iteration involves two phases. In the first phase

the total error B and the partial derivatives of the total error with respect to each

weight 0., are computed. In the second phase, the appropriate weight changes are

made according lo equation 4.15. When all partial derivatives are reduced to be

within the range defined by c, the process terminates.
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4.3.3 The Selection of the Parameters of the Sigmoiclal

Activation Function

As stated previously, the sigmoidal a.clivation function is used to suppress thc IlOi5c

effect 50 as to increa.se the accuracy of a weight aet for a h~xtllrc and to shengthen

the stability of the classification process. The aelection of the sigmoidal function

parameten nand ,.\ is very critical for the sigmoidal activation units to make their

expected contribution to the performance of the network.

4.3.3.1 Selecting the value of 0

Parameter 0' gives the saturation value of the sigmoidal function. If n is too Il\fgc,

the output of a sigmoidal activation unit can never reach the saluration value

and the noise effect win not be suppressed. When it is too slIIall, the ontput or

a sigmoidal activation unit is very easily to be brought to the saturatioll valuc.

In this ca.Je, sigmoidal units with different weight sets will tend to give the AIIIC

level of output values such that the discriminating ability or the network will hc

reduced and different textures will be mis-classified. In our Ilpplic.-ation, the value

of a has been empirically determined. As the total input of a sigmoi<lal unit i~

the difference between the real gray value of a pixel anti its estimated gray value,

the value of a is chosen to give the expecle<l maximum difference value. When nn

input value of I. sigmoidal unit is bigger than the maximum different value, tile

output is considered to be suppressed and maintained at the value of ft.
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-l.3.3.2 Selecting the value of A

As mentioned above, when input to a sigmoidal unit input e(i,j) is equal to or

bigger then fr, the the unit output f.(e(i,j) yieids the value of o. However, for

the sigmoidal activation function given by equation 4.7, a unit cannot actuallr

rcach its extrcme value without infinitely large weights. Therefore, the values of

0.9" and O.ln are typically used as target output values. Here, we assume when

t(i,j) = (l" anti f.(c(i,j)) = ~C\". By equation 4.7, we have

~n=C\"(l:(3. -1)

which yields

,\= 10;19'

Therefore the sigmoidal activation function in the network is given as

f.(c(i,j))=o( ~.-1).
l+c- a •

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)

4.4 Using Total Error E as the Measurement

The parameters of an AR model provide a good set of features for texture iden·

tifieation. However in real applications, an efficient computation is also strongly

demanded. Many stochastic model algorithms directly use parameters of stochas-

tic models as texture features so that the estimation process has to be performed

for each textured image to be classified. In the proposed method the total error
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E is used to measure the difference between an input t('~t sampll' l\ud 1I ~rainl'(1

pattern.

During the training proces~ of 11. texture, the updating of the parameter sd 0,.•

continues until Lh~ total error reaches its global minilllum. When this oplimul11

set Or~ is applied to images of the sallie lype of texturc, the lotal prOdlle(~d crrou

should be within a reasonable range of the global minilllllm. Oll ~hc oliler Iland,

total errors should be fairly large when this parameter set (J ... is applied to i1ll1lgCS

of any other textures. Hence, the differences in total errors can he Ilsee! ill lhe

classification process to distinguish different types of lext.ures.
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Chapter 5

The Network Structure And Its

Performance for Classification

5.1 Introduction

In the last chapler, the priilciple of 2-D model parameter estimation through a

lIeuml computation and the appropriate neural structure are given. This chapter

describes the overall structure of the proposed neural network, which is composed

of three 5ubncts: the input suhnet (ISN)t the analysis subnet (ASN) and the

classification subnci (CSN). For each of 5ubnch in the network, the design prin

ciple, configuration and behavior are introduced. In addition, this chapter gives

the training algorithm of the network, as well as the performa."Ice of this network

applied in natural texlure image classification.
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5.2 An Outline of the Architecture

The proposed network consists of three subnets: tIle input sulmd (ISN). Ull'lIl1a1

ysis subnet (ASN) and the classification subnet (CSN) n~ ~hown in Fignte 1.1. t\~

mentioned earlier, the input suhnd accepts an input lcxtun: pnHCtll nut! ouLputs

the normalized input pattern to the analysis subuet. 'L'he analysis snbllcl consists

of a set of channels, where each channel models n particular texture class. Dllrill~

It classification, each channel calculates a tolal error under the assumption that lIlI:

input pattern can be classified into the texture type corrcsllollllillg lo this cllllllild.

This tolal error indicates the difference between the input pattern 111111 the esti

mated pattern generated in the channeL All c1mnnels take the input ]lalll~rn frolll

the input subnd and process it separately. The outputs of all challncl~ pIlrtil:illale

in the competition at the classification subncl which sclccls onc wilh thc ~lIlallcNt

total error as the winner. The input image is then classified to thc ChU;N W!JONC

corresponding channel gives the smallest total crror Illllong all dll~llnck

5.3 The Input Subnet

During both the training and the testing processcs, input images are supplied lo

the input subnet. The input subnet consists of a two-dilllensiollil.1 lumy of si1.c

M x M, where M x M is the size of an input pattern {/(i,j)li,j E I, ... , M}. TIle

output of the subnet is a normalized version of the original input pattern (Figure
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Normalized Input pattern

{Y/(idj}

Figure 5.1: The input subnet

5,1),

Variations in lighting, lens, films and digitizers usually introduce monotonic

transformations of the image gray values. In order to make input patterns in-

dependent of the intensity of the original image, normalization is performed to

guarantee that images which are monotonic transformations of one another pro-

duce the same input to the analysis suhnet.

There are different ways to do normalization for an input vector. Considering

all input image of size M x M as a vector of M x M elements, "roe way to normalize

is to divide each element of the input vector by the total length of the input vector.

This method is utilized in this network because it shortens the length of an input

vedor to unit length without changing the direction of an input vector. In this
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case, the total length of the input vector i. calcul:tted by

~~/ti.j)~.

Therefore )'I(i...I' the output value of node I(i.j) in the influt ••dlnd, is ddilWtl:uc

I'··')

5.4 The Analysis Subnet

The analysis subnd consists of a set of channel. which work in paralle1. I~adl

channel has the three layer strudure described in Chapter Three. lIere, the [jut

layer, the second layer and the third layer arc called lUI the buffer layer (HI.),

the estimation layer (EL) and the the .ummation layer (SL) rCNpedivcly. Thc

structure of one such channel is shown in Figure 5.2. Eacb lIode of the buffer layer

receives its normalized input from the corresponding node of the illpul IlIhllcL.

Each node in the estimation layer is connected to the nodcs of ib cortClljlOndill1;

window in the buffer layer. The summation layer in a c1lanncl h:u only Olle 1I,,<lel

which calculates the sum of the output values of nil nodes in the cdilllation layer.

All channels have the same input from the input subnct but work inrl.:pcndt:ully.

The results of all channels, whith form a one-dirIlCll.iona] array ofsillc N, art: ill[Jul

into the classification lubnet.

As shown in Figure 5.2, the node at position (i,j) of the cKtilllntion layer 11Iu;

its input connections linked to a small neighborhood I,. centered at position (i,j) ill
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1I1ifrerLayer(IlL) Estimation I.ayer (ELl

Figurc 5.2: The structure of a channel in the analysis sub net,

tile buffer layer, where'" = {"~}, 'I E {l" .. ,Q} and Q is the number of components

of thc neighborhood. ALI nodes in tbe estimation layer of a channel share thc :mme

set of input connection weights O~., where 0;'. is the weigbl of the connection from

no<le ((i,j) tli ".) in the buffer layer to node (i,j) in the estimation layer and

superscript k denotes channel k,

Tbe Olltput value of node (i,i) in the estimation layer is calculated by

\'~;~!(i,j) = fAvtl{j,j) - L: O!~)yr)«i,j) $ "q)), (5,3)
.,Eo:>

where f. is the sigmoidal activation function described in equation 4.7.

Let ) :Jtl be ~be output value of the node at the summation layer of channel k.

):Stl is the sultlillation of outputs of all nodes in the estimation layer. The equation

l'J~:l = f: t Yt~(i,j)2
1.. 1 j=1
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specifies the total ermr between the input pattern anti the llaltern &C'lIeralell hy

channel I...

5.5 The Classification Subnet

The output ofthe summation layer P·:J~.IIJ.· E 1. .... tV} i, the ill[lIlt to the cl;l5silira

tion subnd. The classification ,ubnet sclech the illPllt with the 5mi\1l~t value lUi

the winner in competition. This subnet is composed of two layers: the ill verse I;\y.-r

(IL) and the competitive layer (eL). Each of the two layers is II olie-dilllcn~iUlml

array of N nodes. The competiti~-e layer is n MAXNET which ~clcch lhe no,I.1

with the largest input value Il5 the winner in competition. The inverse layer i~

inserted aheAd of the competitive layer to transform tile input wiUI the lilllall.~t

value into the largest value.

5.5.1 The Inverse Layer

The purpo.se of the inverse layer is to invert the input values of tile oolllpcliti'"I11

subnd so that the smallest input value turns out to be the lafgCtit value aft.:r

passing through this layer.

The output of the summalion layer is II. one·dimensiollal array: I}~~~.Jlt· r:.

1,,,., N}. The summation of all values of this one dimensioll army i~ writlcli I<~



Figure 5.3: The inverse layer.

Now we write another array in which the kth entry is the result of subtracting

value \~S~) from the summation S

\.~= {(.'i-Y:S:}), ..,(S-r:~~I), ... ,(S-}s1J}· (5.6)

1£ 1':J~:1 is the smallest output of the analysis subnet, then value (s - \'~~l) must be

the biggest value in llrrllY )~.

The structure of the inveue layer is as follows: all node are fully connected to

the output of the sUlllmation layer. Let )',(,~l denote node ~. in this layer. For each

node \-}2, the weights of connections to all nodes in the summation layer are fixed

at I, except for the connection I:.etween nodes Ylt l and \,~tl which is fixed to-I

(Figure 5.3). Given such connections, the output value of each node in the layer
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is equal to

".
L \~J~) - 2 x 1·;~I,
k=l

5.5.2 Th.:: Competition Layer

(',.7)

Nodes in the competition layer are connectcu to the nodes ill l\H~ illv,~r~" laY(·f.

In this competition layer, an iterative procedure Ilnnlly producCfi olle willlll'r 11<'11,·

with positive output and drives all remaining nodes to 7,Cro output.

Figure 5.4 shows the structure of the competition layer wlwrc Ull: adivatiHu

values are denoted as P-;'~~Ik E 1, '.', N}. The initial activalirlll V1ll11t:S of no(k~ \ }.~~

arc the input vll.\ucs from nodes \'i/~)' The strengUI of the inhihitory C.Ollllcdi"n

sent from II. node to every other nodes ill this layer is proportionnl to the ,:llrreliL

activation vallie of the node. When a node n:ceives inhibiti('j' from ntlll:t lllHles,

its current activation value is reduced.

Each node also has an excitatory connection lo itself. The strength of tile

excitatory connection is proportional to the previous actiwllioll v:llm: Hf tbatntHlt,.

Let Illjf" be the connection weight from node j to node k ill this h~ycr,

{

+1 for j = k,
IlIjl'=

-e forj#k,e.<7i ~',j=I,2" ... ,N.

The output value of node \·i·~! at discrete time (l + 1) is computed as

('.')
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11t:ttt'
Figure 5.4: The competition la.yer.

where

During processing, the activation value of each node is updated in each step ...c-

cording to equatiun 5.8. The first term in the rigM hand of the equation is the

previous activation value of unit L The second lc.m denotes the sum of inhibition

frOlll al\ other nodes. In each step, the node which initially has the highest value

gds lhe greatest excit",tioll and the lowest inhibition. Let II represent tilt;: total in·

put (the excitatory connection subtracted by the inhibitory connc:ction) of a node.

H /' is pos!tive, M,') is positive and the output of the node is positive. All nodes

who~c II valucs are negative will be forced to zero.



The procen of activation value updntins is iterntivcly cnrricil ontllntil all nOlks

except one have output value zero. The remaining node with positive output is

the node which has the smallest subnet input to the classilicatioll snhlll'l. 'l'lll~

original input image should be classified to the class corresponding to this 1I0dl'.

One problem occurs in the competition layer when two nodes have till' largl'lIl

initial activation value. In this case, the two nodes with the lll.rgesl valuc will be

driven to zero simultaneously because they receivc thc same 1l.1l1011nl of cxcitnliull

from themselves and inhibition from each other, and no nodc will be declared to

be a winner node. However, this is not likely to happcn becalllic it is impossihlc ror

two channels to produce the same amount of total error. SllIall difference alwaYli

exists between output values produced by different channels.

5.6 The Learning Procedure

From the architeclure and the computational procedure described ahove, it is dmLr

that proper sets of weights O!~) are critical ror cnsurillg accnrllLe dnlisificatiou

The set of weights for a class of textured images sllOuld c1mrackril\c, with LIIl~

highest degree of possibility, the most frequently appearing gray value distribution

in images of that class. In Chapter Four, we have already prcsented tllC principle

of how a weight set can be traincd to fit a tcxture paUcrn a~ a 2·1) AIt lurHld. TlLj~

section describes the training procedure used to enable the multilayer network to

classify textures under invcstigation.
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Supervised Il:1I.rning is I:mployed in the learning procedure of this network. In

order to increase the probability of correct classification, a group of training sam

ples arc neerled for each type of texture for the network to be sufficiently adapted

to the variance between samples of that type of texture. For each of subncts in

tilt: netwurk, the design principle, configuration and behavior are introduced.

Suppose the number of samples for a type of texture is M. Two methods

CIUI be USI:U in supervised training. In the nrst method, each sample is provided

to the network respectively and the average of the resulting M sets of weights

resultiug from the training process is taken as the weight set for the corresponding

texture. This method is simple and quick, hut it does not ensure the accuracy of

the resulting weight set

In the second method, the 11'1 samples of the texture are provided to the net-

work alternately in the training process. Training process stops when the network

is cOllvergent on all M samples of the texture. This process starts by initially

providing one sample to the network. After the total error value for that sample

is calculated, tlte weights are modified according to the delta rule. In the next

weigl,t updating cycle, instead of using the same input sample, another texture

sample is provided to the inpullayer of the network. AU samples of the texture

arc alternately used in this manner until the total error value of eaeh sample is

reduced below the predefined threshold value. This method has a drawba.ck in tha~

the ~pe('d of convergence is slower compared to first training method. In order to
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make the learning process 1lI0rc cfficient, two stagcs of training ar.; Mlol'k(1. III lilt'

first stage, one sample is presented to the input layer and lhe In'lght l<el II' IIlldalt,d

according to the delta rule. This process tcrmlnate~ when the wei~ht t:lmng.· for

each weight is reduced below a predefined value '1'1' In the sccolld l<lagl', all .\f

samples are used alterna.tely to refine the weight sel formal ill lilt' firl<ll<lng.:. Al<

the weight set hllS already been initiaUy traincd on one srullpll' of tile j.,'xturc, COIL'

vergence is fast in lhe second stage for the set of training samples whieh cou1n;n

only small variations from the sample prescnted at thc first stage.

Only weights in the analysis subnet need to he built during the lrainillg pro

cedurc; all other internal connections in both the input and classific..'l.tioll 1<1lIH,(.~l<

can be set up before the tr...ining. For a classifier which cnn dil<linguil<h N typel<

of textures, N channels are needed, each of which is trained individually lll<illg the

patterns from the corresponding texture.

The training algorithm could he organized as: for each texlnrc

The first stage:

Step 1: Choose a sample froln training sample of thl: le}[ture. !)ccitll:;t

channel inde}[ A· for this tc}[ture.

Step 2: Initialize weight set O~~'l to small ranuolll values.

Step 3: Provide the selected sample to the ne1work.

Step 4: For each element of sct O~~)
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1. Compute the derivative~ according to equation 4.14.

2. Update O!~I by equation 4.15.

Slep 5: Repeat step 4 until the derivative~ for each O~~) satisfies

(5.9)

The second stage:

Step 6: Select a group of training samples of the texture.

Slep 7:

1. (a) Provide a sample to the network.

(b) Update weight set (O~~)} according to equa.tion 4.15.

(c) Determine if the terminating condition

(5.10)

is salisfied for each O~~).

2. Check if all samples have been presented to the network and if the

convergence condition is satisfied in the presentation of each sample. If

so, go to the Step 8. If not, back to Step 7.

Step 8: Repeal Steps 1 lhrougll 7 until aU textures are learned.
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5.7 The Network in Texture Classification

The performance of the proposed neural network was examined ou the clas"ilicll-

lion problem of thirty-eight natural textures. In comparing with other algorith1l1l',

lextures used lor the training and testing of the system wcre digitillcd frolll the

Dlodatz album [70), which is commonly used by researchers in h'xlurc itlCllliri-

cation. These thirty-eight textures arc shown in Appendix Pigure A.I. Pidlln:N

are digitized on sizes from a 300 x 300 to 350 x 350 pixel grid with 11 "my level

resolution of 256 levels. Fourteen samples, each with a 64 x (ji1 pixel grill, Wl,rc

arbitrarily selected from the digitized image of each texture, ill which four of them

were randomly selected to be used in the tmining stage and tile rClllllillilig ten

saved as test samples.

5.7.1 Training

Several parameters have to be decided before the training stage. The paflllllckr H,

which is the extreme value of the sigmoidal activation fundion, wall experimentally

chosen as 0' = 0.03. Correspondingly, according to equation 4.17. A was ealclllakd

0' 0.03
A = - = - = 0.01018870.

log 19 log 19
(fl.ll)

The experiment shows that when it is greater than 0.03, the sigmoidal activation

function does not suppress the noise elTect.iveiy and tends lo behave like a linear
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activation function. A value smaller than 0.03 will improve the performance in

some cases; however in other cases, it can result in a wrong classification by mixing

up two textures. The reason for this is that some of the discrimination information

is suppressed by the low value of n.

These two parameters Ct' and ,I, are independent of the texture images under

examination and were used throughout both the training and the testing processes.

It should be noted that the two values were decided on the basis of the size of the

input subnet, which is also the size of all training and testing samples. Since the

data provided to the analysis subnet is normalized, if the size of an input pa.ttern is

changed, the average value of a normalized sample in the buffer layer of the analysis

subnet is also changed. The value of 0 should then be modified accordingly.

Values of '1'\ and '/2, which are used in the first and the second stages of the

training process to decide convergence, also need to he predefined. In the exper-

imcnt, we selected '1'1 = 0.001 and T2 = 0.00025, which means that in the first

stage, the initial training is declared to be convergent when the derivatives ~

for el~ch lI!~l are less than or equal to 0.001, and in the second stage, the training

converges when ~ with respect to each O!:l for aU presented samples are less

than or equal to 0.00025.

For sOlile images, e.g., those containing larse primitives, the convergence con-

dition has to be somehow different from that for fine textures. When trying to

silllullaneously fit a weight set to several training sa.mples of a texture with large
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primitives, it is difficult for the weight set to he as precisc as that for a fin~' tex

ture. In those cases, the training process oftcn becomes sh.ble in I,he stal,e in

which most but not all values of 0•• are less than the prcdcfincd '/~. 'l'lll'rc nrc

two ways to handle this situation: (1) scaling down the original texturc i1lLng~'s

to give fine resolution pidures, or (2) incre!l-~ing the size of the ncighborhood to

fit large primitives. In our experiments, a generally slltidnctory classification call

still be achieved in the current window size for these reasonably large IHimitiv\~

textures in their original resolution. Therefore, in practice, we set a maximulIl

iteration number M. During the weight updnting, if the convcrgCllCc cOll/lition

defined using '12 has not been satisfied when the maximum iteration lltllllher '" is

reached, the current weight is considered to be the best fOT the texture cxamine!1

and the training procedure stops.

The learning rate was defined as 'I = 0.3 during the weighllllodification. Tabl!!

5.1 shows the resulting weight sets of six natural tcxtures from the 13rodllbl nllllllll,

which are Loose Burlap (DI03), Handmade Paper (D109), Plastic l3uhhlC!l (DJ II),

Woolen Cloth (019), Beach Sand (D28), Grass Lawn (D9) rcspectively.

For different textures, a different number of iterations is f(~'1uired t'l r'~adl

convergence during the learning phase. For llIost of thc texlures in tile cxpCrilll!~lIt,

learning terminated after a reasonable amount of computation. In figure !i.5, tllc

percenta.ge of the number of convergent texturcs over the total numbcr of lcxturf:8

is shown as a function of the ilumber ofilerations. for fine textures, such as Woolt~n
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(" b (d (.

6~", 0.1928389 0.0199287 0.1029087 0.1025216 0.1351613

"
O.~674090 0.3451<156 0.2974779 0.2206792 0.3639432 O.J~26068

,', -0.2539033 -0.0111343 0.0529170 0.0518353 0.1)56798 0.0062077
/',1 0A799422 0.1702416 0.3829987 0.1540470 0.3529322 0.1161'105
,', 0.'1788981 0.1721074 0.3839767 0.1526799 0.3572567 0.1158203

" -0.2563388 _0.0115813 0.(1548410 0.0496973 O.O53231l9 0.0045432

". 0.'1732172 0.3423978 0.3089632 0.2224699 0.3596855 0.3560610

" 0.1971821 0.0201352 0.1081048 0.1003185 0.1358091 0.0032193

" 0.0085986 a.GOS4499 0.0063427 O.G108847 0.0082828 0.0056830

'" 0.0075197 0.0134750 -0.0191099 -0.02138411 -0.0212406 0.0151671

'~
0.006156 0.0145237 0.0174884 0.0205692 0.0217451 0.0107174
0.0067542 0.0035249 0.0069352 0.0033976 0.0043165 0.0096820

• (/I) Loose Burlnp (D10.1), (b)Hnndmooe Pnper (DI09), (t) Plutit Bubblu (Dill), (d)
Woolen Cloth (019), (e)Beaeh S1ll\d (D28), (f) Grass Lawn (09).

Table 5.1: Weight sets established in the lraining proo:ss.

Th,· l','rn'nt;,g" Of Tl'xLllrl'S IIC<lrhillg CorlV<'lIg(mr.t'

100 0
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The Number OrlLeratiolis

Figure 5.5; The number of iterations needed to reach convergence.
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Cloth (Dig) and Water (037), the convergence was around in GrIO ilcmtio1\s on

average, which is much less than that required by coarse textures, snch tIS Plastic

Pellets (D66) and Coffee Beans (075), which often required in exccs~ of :101l1i

iterations to satisfy the convergence condition.

The computalional burden of the learning stage is not a drawback of this ap·

proach because the learning procedure is applied only once for each type of ltlxtUrl'

and the learning result is not affected by adding new typCll of tcxtllr(~s to hc c1llssi

fied by the network. Moreover, in the classifiCl\.tioll phase, imag(.'ll proceed through

the network without the preprocessing and feature extraction rt..qllired hy many

other techniques. Hence, overall computation time has been considerably reduced.

5.7.2 Classification Testing

A classification testing of thirty-eight textures was conducted after UI(I tmillill~.

For each texture under investigation, a total number of ten tesl samples werc

provided to the network. The perrormance of the network is (Iuite (:II<:oumgill~. As

shown in Table 5.2, for twenty-three out of the thirty-eight textures, all SlllllpltlS

were properly clllSsified. Satisfactory results were also obtained for sevell nlllcr

textures, in which eight or nine samples out of ten samples were correcUy cJiUiSilh.. r1

for each texlure class. For the remaining eight textures, five to ~evcll sMnples wtlre
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Table 5.2: Result of classification.

Assigned Textures
ru 11 11 13 I~ I.~ 16 17 I~ l!I 'lO 11 11 13 1-1 1.~ 1l.117 18 29 3031 323J 343S 3(l 37:1S

, ,
'"
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Tllbel !>.2: (Continue)

(38 tedllru in lotm, IOlesls'l1uplesforeachteJlture).

1. Preued c'nk (04); 2. Orasslnwn (09); J. Wovell nl"",i"'''n wire (Dl-I);
4.. Straw (OI!»; 5. Heningbone wenve (017); G. Woolen cloth (OW);
7. FreMh ea.nv1'lll (020); 8. French tnnvas (021); 9. Pressed cNrJe"tl"" (D~-I);

10. Beach sand (028); 11. Beath sand (0~9); 12. Pres~e,1 cork (1)33);
IJ. Netting (034.); 14.. Water (037); 15. Stmw M.lt·ellill!: (1)49);
16. Ram" with thread. (051); 17. Orientnl cloth (052); 18. Orit'lltni doth (1)53),
19. Straw matting (055); 20. Stmw malting (056); 21. lIandlll"ulc 1~~I}er (1l!i7);
22. Oriental rattan (064); 23. Oriental mttan (065); 24. rlMlie l'dlds (D66);
25. Wood grain (068); 26. Coffee beans (071); 27. Coff"e b""I1" (075);
28. OIM" fiber dolh (076); 29. CoUon can><13 (077); 30. Om,. mH" dotll (07!1);
31. Oriental straw cloth (081); 32. Raffia looped to pil. (U8·1); 33. St'a f/tll (0117);
34. Brick wall (094); 35. Loose burlap (0104); 36. Chcc5I'doUI (Olllr.);
37. Handmade paper (0109); 38. Plastic bubbles (Dill).
• The index beginning as Capital letter n is used in the Urodat~ albullI.

properly c1assifi~d. Reasons for the mis-classificalion arc; (I) the ~criolls Ilistllrtioll

in some test samples as well as the learning texture samples; and (2) L1lc res{llution

of some texture images. For instance, as tht' original pictures fo~ Ratlin WOVCII

With Cotton Threads (051) and Coffee Bean (D75) in the IJrodatr. album Wl~rc

digitized Lo around the size of 300 x 300 images, prirnilives tend io Ill~ lIuitt~ 111rg(~.

In those cases, the classification accuracy will be incrclUlcd artcr scnJilll; (IOWri thl~

digitized images used in the testing.

It should be noted that the number of textures in lIlc ksl is lIIudl lJigg(~r lImli

that of many experiments reported in the literature. They oflcn lise h~~s limn t<:11

textures in the demonstration of their pa.rticular methods. The large lIU1r1I}l~r of

textures in this test certainly increases the difficulty of recognitioll.

In order to compare the performance, the least square estimation (LSE) Willi
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Tallie 5.3: The comparison between LSE technique and network approachell.

• The d"la inside hrllcket i. tioeres"lt or using LSE.

r 'np"tTedllrcs

, , Assigned Textures

0(1)

O(IJ 0(11 O(lJ

1. • :Ia.~~ lawn (O!!);
1.l'lastic ""bbl""(0111);
7. Beach snnd (028);
10. l/.~ndmade p.~per (0110);

2. Loose burlap (0101);
fo. Woolendolh (019);
8. PlasticJH'llets(D66);

3. Handmadepa)Jf:r (0109);
6. Oriental sirawclolh (081);
9. Coffee beau (074);

implt~mcnl(.'d in the clltimnlion of 2-D AR model parameters for several textures.

The s;ulle set of training samples and testing samples were used. The results

Nhowed that this network does givt. a better classification performance. Ioor exam-

111c, using pn.ramclcrs [rom the LSE method, three out of ten testing samples of

Plastic Oubbles (0111) were mis-classified as textures Beach Saud (D28), Plaslic

Pdlets (D66) or CofTee Beans (D7<\). In contrast, these same threp. samplell were

correctly classified to 0111 by using the network method, resulting in a 30% clas-

si~calion accuracy increase. A 30% clnssification increase was nlso achieved for

kxtltrC' Gmss Lawn (D9).
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Chapter 6

Rotation Invariant Classification

6.1 Introduction

The neural network described in the llUill:hnplcr requires that the lcslilil-: ~l\1I1Ilks

of a texture provided to the network have the same oricnlatioll as 1I1;lt of till'

training samples. However, in some applil:ll.tioll, it migli1 be diHil:ulllo IJHLiul:lin

the orientation of the test samples to be the same 115 that of lh(~ lmillilll; S;IIIIIlII'"

A texture da~sification architecture which is insensitive to rolntiull is dcsimhl" in

those cases.

Attempts at building a. texture rolalion invarialll classilicr to dnssify l"stjll~

samples with arbitrary rotation angles arc described in this chapl,:t. Two lyp<::<

of a rotation classifier are proposed in wldeh the ncighborll(JOds "f Llw :l·U Alt

model and the structure of lhe neural network arc modified aecordiJll!;ly. III tllI~
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first lypc, AR models arc established on eight directions and testing samples with

arhitrary rotlllion can be Ilpproximatdy modeled by one of the eight models. A

liluiti-circular AR model is used in the second type to extract the rotation invariant

features such that samples of one texture in any rotation can be characterized by

onc feature s<!t. Experiments of identifying natural texture images which are taken

frolll real ohjects are then cOi.duded for testing the two types of rotation invariant

classifiers.

6.2 Model Based on Multi-Directions

For II given texture, whcn a testing sample is rotated, the relation between a

ccnLcr pixel and its neighboring pixels is also changed and the 2-D AR model

cstablished fwm the training samples observed in a fixed orientation no longer

fits. In the multi-direction approach, 2-D AR models based on eight directions are

used. 'lbtillg samples with arbitrary rotation can then be approximately modeled

by one of the eight models which has the smallest angle difference to the testing

sample.

As shown in Figure 6.1, a neighborhood with 24 elements is used and eight

lHUillllcler sets of the model arc estimated to fit texture samples corresponding

to ('ight directions. The eight parameter sets can be (Jivided as two groups, one

for the parameter sels on directio~s 90°, 0°, _90° and 180°, and the other one

ror the parameter srLs on directions 45~, _45°, -135° and 135°. For each of the
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Figure 6.1; Neighborhood ill tile rola~iol1 invariant c11\Ssirict ha..~,:<1 1>11 multi
directions

two groups, elements in one parameter set correspond to the sallll~ sd of pnsiti.,lIS

on images as elements of l'I,nother paramet.cr sel, bill arc ([ellolc.[ hy dilr",,,nl

notations. Therefore, one parameter set call be obtained frOll] any of til': otlwr

parameter sets in the same group. For example, assume ();'. Ik~ll{.tl: pammeter ("'J of

the parameter set on direction (l" (0 E {90",45",O",-·lS", -!lO", -1:1!i", r8U",l:j!i"I)

The parameter set on direction 0" can then he obtained from tile pltriuudcr :;<:1

on direction 90° by assigning O,.;:I~ to (h:r', O,.t' to Or'.;'", ...... , (J,.~~t to 0,.:;;", {\",

a result, the training process for a type of texture Oldy lIet:d", tu he !wrrtlrm(~11

twice and tIte computation tillie of the training phase is nol grelllly incrl~i...~,~d by

increasing number of models in the rotation invariant chllisi6cr.
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'Igurc 6.2: The modified network structure for model based on multi-directions.
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The multilayer network structure is modified as shown ill .'i"ure li.:.!. libr <'ne!.

type of texture, eight channels nrc needed, each corresponding to one ,lir('(.'(;oll. All

outputs from the eight channels of one texture participate in the compditillll ill

the classification subnet. An input sample will be classified Lo the type of texture

such that one of its eight channels is the winner in the competition.

6.3 Model Based on the Extraction of the Ro-

tation Invariant Features

A circular symmetric AR model wa.<; suggcsted in !IS] for extracting the rot:(tioll

invariant feature of a textured image. The neighborhood in the circular model is

composed of eight pixels which are evenly located on 11. nnit radius circle. 'I'll(>

summation of eight neighboring pixels is considered as n single vnrillhle ill thc

random field, and the intensity ofa center pixel is related to theS\lli1lm~tioll 111rollg11

a parameter, which is taken as a rotation invariant feature.

In this section, the circular symmetric AR model is extended to crellk a lIIulli

circular AR model. The circular neighborhood consists of 36 elements distrihutt:d

on three circles with radii of one unit, two units and three unih (I?igurc G.:I). Tilc

numbers of elements on the three circles are 8,12 and 16 respedivcly. The aVl:ragc

of t.he intensity values of pixels on each of those circles is computed and cOllsif\t:n:f\
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Figure 6.3: Neighborhood for multi-circular AR model.
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(l,S one variable, resulting in the following AR model e(J!mtion

!fU,j) = (}o x ~ L !/((i.j)l!lI'q )+ OJ:-' ~ L !I((i.j),p,·.,)
r.e,.... r.E_',

+01X~ Ly(U.j)dll'q)+11/1(i.j), (G,!)
r.EiI-,

where ¢Jo E "0, ",1'1, rPl E "x, ... , "I!! and rp.J E ''''!II.' .,I':l',. When 1\ texture ~lllllillc is

rotated, the sum of gray values of pixels on a circle around !I(i,j) rcmain tILe ~allle.

Therefore, the sum of gray values of pixels on each circle ill the IIcighborhoOiI can

be considered as a rotation invariant variable. The lhree paramct.ers sllccifying t1w

circular AR model can be used a.s the rolation invariant fClLtlires such t1ml ~aml'lc

on arbitrary rolation can be modeled,

Note that the coordinates of most elements in this neigllborhood ate lIot iutel;ers

and thus the gray values of those elements Cflnnot be directly ohtllillcd frmll l~

digitized image. Interpolation should be performed lo estimate the valuc~ of t!los,'

elements from their neighboring digitized pixel valueli. The interpolatcd value of 11

pixel can he obtained via a weighted combination of gray values of its fonr lIt:arcst

neighboring pixels, in which the coefficient of the val«e of each Jleighborillg pixel

should be inversely proportional to the distance between the neighborill!; pixd

and the pixel to b~ t:stimated. Therefore, for a pixd -'I)(X<), 11"), its gray valuc CIUI

be estimated by a combination of values of its four neighhoring pixel -,,(;r.,,!/l).
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where

d; "" J{x; - %0)7 + {Hi - YlI)2.

According to the coordindes o( interpolated pixels and their nearest digitized

I,ixcls, the coefficients which specify the contribution of digitize: -pixels can be

cnlculu.tcd using equation 6.2. Since the summation of all pixel values on II. cir-

de is of inkrest, the contributions of each digitized pixel on all interpolated and

lIon,interpolated elements are summed to obtain a coefficient for the pixel. Table

6.1 shows those coefficients. Since these coefficients are symmetric with respect

to the center pixel, only the coefficients for haU of the pixels in the neighborhood

are listed. The summation of intensity values correspondin~ to each cirde is cal-

CIliated by accumulating the intensity value of each &ilociated pixel wei~hted by

its coefficient.

6.4 The Rotation Invariant Experiment

The abilities of the two types of rotation invariant classifier in classifying texture

slllIlllles with a~hilrnfY rotation angle were tested in ('.'tperiments. The textured

images were digitized from natural objects by using a camera. The natural ob·

jccts include the cover of a paper box, three patterns of woolen sweaters and fouf
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-1,3) O.5U56
-3,l O.5Ii!.G
-2.3) 0.:.172S
~O.:.17211

_3, 3) O.O!l(~l .

d,d,-' ICoordi"nt~ COlikirut).
-1,2 0.1530
-2,1) 0.1530
-2,2 O.U5Sn
0,3) 1.2920
-3,0 1.2D211

Cird"Z
Coordinate Cofficient

-1,1 O.3SnO
0,2 1.2SH
-2,0 1.2834
_1,2) 0.5300

-Z,1 0.5300
-2,2) 0.2831

Cirde I
Coordinl>te Cofficicnt

0,0 0.6636
0,1) 1.4334
-1,0 1.4334
-1,1) 0.4006

Table 6.1: Coefficients for pixels in a multi-circular model.

paUerns of clothes. In order 10 test rolalion invlnilLlIcc, each ohj"c;t was rolaLe,l

with relalive angles of rotation 906 ,60",30", as well n.~ lwo olher arbilr,HY rda·

live angles, resulting in five images for each texture. One 601 Y. fill willdow of !JlJ"

orientalion for each texture is shown ill Appendix Figure A.2. A {/<! x fH wiudow

of texture Paper Box Cover for the five orientalions is shown in Appendix Fil;llfi'

A.J.

Five textures, including Sweater (1), Clolh (1), Clotll (2), Cloth (:1) allli P;qll:r

Box Cover, were used 10 lest the rotation invnrianl classification alJililies of Lh{~

multi-direction model. Training samples were arhilrnrily chosen from UI'~ illJage of

relative orienlation of 90° and 456 for each lype of texlure. 'file lrainjll/; I'amrm~kr.~

were seleded as 11 = 0.2 and 'f~ = 0.0005. After the weighl scls were produced ror

the texture in orienlation of 906 and '15", the weighl sets for lIlodels at lhe olher six

orientations were then obtained by reassigning parameters or l/J<~ model (III !JlJ" (,r
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11I[J1l~'Ip.xtnrc
A~~igllcd Tcxlu rc

Cloth(l) CI"Lh(2) CloLh(3) Swea(~r(l) Il"x Cov~r

Cloth(l) II

CloLh(2) 10

CloLh(J)

Sw""t~r/I)

nux Cover

22

Table 6,2: Testing results for multi-direction model.

'15" to differcnt notations corresponding to each orientation. In this way, weights

for iLlI channels were obtained.

For each tcxture, five testing samples were selected from each of the images

with different relative ~rientation including the one used in the training phase.

This resulted in n total of twenty-five testing samples per texture class. The

testing result is presented in Table 6.2.

Tile performance of the multi·circular model was examined on a set of eight

textures, including the textures used in the testing of the multi-directional model

alHlthrec other textures Sweater (2), Sweater (3), and Cloth (4). Similarly, samples

choscn from the images in th", orientation of 90" were used in the training phase.

Sincc only one model parameter set is needed for each texture in the multi-circular

model, the weight set extracted for each texture was directly used as the weight for

channel of the texture. The parameters of the training phase are chosen a.s '/ = 3

and '12 =: 0.000001. The results are given at Table 6.3.
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hl]lUt Texture Assiglll'tl TI'Xlllr<.'

F""---+---+---I---I---I---\---"--\---- ---.
",S",WO:Oil(C,"'.c..'+-_+_--+__+-_-1---"--+ 1 ---~

f'S",WO:o.~tc",.,-,,-'+-_+_--+__+-'--I--'__~ -'._'_ ---~

LC""'o,,,C"'~,,."J..__ __'__"__----'__.L..._ _L_ ___' L__L ~I

Table 6.3: Testing results for lIlulli-circuJllf model.

Theexperiments show thai both multi-direction model and lllniti-circullir ItltHld

can be used to classify texture samples which have dilfcrcnt rotations from till] orig-

inal training samples. From the test results, the performance of the lIlulli-circulnr

model is seems better than that of the multi-direction model, which yields Il 1(,wI:r

classification accurate rale for some of tlte texlures used in the cxpcrilllcuh, Till:

reason should be due to the ability of the multi-circular model in eaidlill!! the

rotation invariant features of textures.
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Chapter 7

A Texture Segmentation

Technique

7.1 Introduction

The strucLure and performance of the proposed neural network for texture classi

fication has been presented in Chapter Five. The modified versions of the network

for illvnriant texture classification arc described in Chapter Six. As we have men

tioned ill lIle introduction chapter of this thesis, texture segmentation is the other

important task of texture discrimination by which an input image of more than

one uniform region is partitioned into several homogeneous suhimages. The seg

mentation algorithm described in this chapter is an integrated region extraction

tl"dllLiquc, which can be considered as an application of the system given in Chap-
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ter Five. Please nole that, because, by common lInderstnlldillS, rcsions of the S:lm~'

texture but in different orientation arc generally considered us dilTcnml rcgiolls in

an image, the rotation invariant classification nclworks introlkred in Chnpt,'r Six

are not used in this segmentation algorithm.

Region extraction methods for texture segmentation arc generally calq;:ori~...d

into regions splitting and merging te<:hniques and region growillg techniqucs l'lll,

421. In a region splitting and merging technique, an imagc is divided into blocb

and each of the blocks is described in terms of certain region proJlcrlies. Adjan:ul

blocks which have similar region properties arc merged and blocks which lmv,·

large property differences from their neighboring adjacent hlods arc split. Onc

disadvantage of the region splitting and merging technique is ib sCllllCnlilllllallirc.

The regions produced sometime depend on the order in which rCl:\iolls arc lIwrS"d

together. In a region growing technique, regions are cxpandcd from sOllie slarling

seed points until lhe boundaries of texture regions arc reaclle,l. 1\ pixel (or a

group of pixels) can be included into an adjacent determincd lIeigbhnring tl:~ion

if their region properties are sufficiently similar. Thc major drawhack or il rq;:ioll

growing technique is tha. the starting seed points arc orlcli ~c1cclcd ill a ~lIJlcrvis{,{1

manner. A common problem for region extraclion techniqucs in general is t1ml tile

local information, which has to be used heavily in lhc segmcntation, is difficult 10

extract and incorporate into a segmentation procedure.

The region extraction technique presented in this <:hll-pter is an illlcgralco lex-
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hue segmentn.~ion technique which combines ~he strengths of region splitting Rnd

merging techniques and the region growing techniques. This segmentation tech

niqne is implemented by comparing local region properties, which are represented

by the 2-D AR model, in a. hierarchical manner. The details of the segmentation

procedure, its performance in natural texture segmentation, as well as the perfor-

mance evaluation arc given in the following sections. For the situation that texture

climes in an image can not be known beforehand, a type determining algorithm is

proposed to decide the texture·types in an image.

7.2 A Few Concerns in the Designing of Seg-

luelltation Technique

The objective of texture segmentation is to segment an image which consists of

different textures into uniform texture regions. In addition, precise lind clear

boundaries of texture regions are desired. When designing a texture segmenta

tion algorithm, three fundamental issues which should be considered are: (1) the

texture property representation; (2) lhe frame size over which the local texture

characteristics are observed; and (3) the segmentation procedure.

'l'he proposed segmentation algorithm uses the 2·D AR model to represent the

texture propertieli. Ali we have mentioned, for a region extraction technique, the

complltntion time is usually expensive since the algorithms have to be performed
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in an iterative manner. In the C1UiC of using 2_D All model for kxt.l1rc r'~l'n'~~'nti\-

tion, the efficiency of a segmentation procedurc strongly dcpcnds 011 the dliei"ll':Y

of texlure feature extraction in eadl observed window. If thc pnramctl'r ~'s1.imlltinn

of 2-D AR model has to be done for each window in all itcrations, the ~'(lmpl1ta

tion time needed will be large. To make the algorithm praclicnl. in our allpwao.:h,

instead of estimating parameters fvr each observed window, lhe 1,0101.1 error math-

ematir.ally described by equation 3.4 is used as a mcasuremcnt to <-'OI11II"rc kxlurc

properties of differp.nt regions.

The selection of an appropriate window size over which 1cxlu,.: IHoIICr1ics an'

observed usually depends on the coarseness of the lextllrcs of illl,en'st. It ;dl",ds til<'

performance of a segmentation procedurc in a certaill maliller. 011 the one IULllfl,

the size should be large -:nough so that an endosed rcgioll call cxhillit ledur..

properties of the surroundings, while on the other hand, the willdow size sliuulrl he

smalloor!ough to allow the accurate determination of hOllndarieli. Qur illtegrat."r1

approach uses a fixed size frame in combination with varying size blnckli 11) t:IISllrl'

both accurate texture feature extraction and boundary dctcrmill1~ti()n. 'I'll,: fix"rl

size frame is chosen to be big enough to allow 1he COllllllon texture pidur,:s lo

exhibit their properties. All texture propc,ties arc extracled usi/lg this bUill:

throughout the segmentation procedure. On the other hand, hlocks with varying

size are used as the basic elements for segmentation to rorm accllmte h'lIllilluries.

For a block sml.11er than a frame, texture properties "re obtainl'cl thr<lugh the fixed



size frame in whicll the undetermined block is placed £IS the {'{'nt,'r

A segment.ation procedure which combiues th.· region ~plitLillg and tllt'rAitig

and region growing techniques opernt{'j; ,IS follows. Initially, all underlying iutag,·

is partitioned into blocks with equal size as a splitting ami 11IerJ;iug It·cllIli'IIt''.

Then, for each texture region, an internnl area is determined wliirh is nJllsicl"Tt'<1

as the seed part for region growing. There arc two dirrercll~('S UdIVL~lI tit" ill'

'~grated t&hnique and a region growing techuique ill lhe clckrminntiutl of llw<t·

seed parts. Firstly, in a region growing tedmiqllc, sec,1 parl~ arenfkll (Iet·j,k,l ilia

supervised manner, while in the integrated approach Lhe sec,l parls iH" ,b'i(!<-(I ill

an unsupervised manner. Secondly, a seed parl often olily I:Oll1aills Ont' pixd ill a

region growing technique. For lhe integrated approach, a sl.:t~d Imrt \IIay \'Ontain ,\

large internal area (one Or more frames) so thai the complltittion,tl bllrdclt for lit,'

following regk'n growing procedure is greatly reduced. During Lite Tl.:giolt growitlJ;

procedure of the integrated approach, adjacent blocks of lho~t~ dell:rtlliltt~d illt,crttal

regions are examined in each iteration. A block is mCtgCld into jt~ adjacent illl,~rllal

region if its texture property is the Sll.m(l as that of the internal region. OLherwist"

the block is partitioned into smaller blocks and then rurther eXILmined ill llll: lIl~xt

iteration.

One fur~her concern is related to the texture lypes wltich exist ill an inmw,. In

general cases, we assume that some prior knowledge ahout the lyrIcs of textures

which may appear in images of a. particlllin application is available, sudl t1mt



S1UlIplc5 for each pQl>l>ihle texture can be provided 10 the neural network and trained

through lhe lcarning process for use in the segmentation procedure. In the case

tll1d lhe t.ypes of text.ures appearing in an image to be segmented arc not known

bcrorehand, iL texture type determining mechanism is proposed at. the end of this

dmpter to decide t.he texture dassel> in an image.

7.3 The Integrated Region Extraction Proce

dure

TllC integrated procedure consists of two stages, namely the initial stage and the

refilling stnge. In the initial stage, large internal areas of texture regions are

se~lIlcllted nnd the types of textures and the numher of texture regions in the

cxnmilled imng(' nrc also determined. In the refining stage, the internal regions

resulting from the initial stage are extended using blocks with decreasing size in a

hierarchical manner until accurale boundaries are formed between texture regions.

In the resulting image, all pixels in each homogeneous region are expected to be

labeled by the l>allle label. Clear boundaries will then be shown by the difference

in Inbds of two adjacent regions. Note that, regions with the same texture in

difl'('rcnt positions or an image are labeled by an identical label.
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7.3.1 The Initial Stage

Let G = {H(111. "ll'" E 1.... .'\1./1 E 1.... Xl represent an imagcof~il'.c.l/", :\'. '1'11,·

image is partitioned into disjoint blocks of lhe frame Sir.ll ,.... j >, .....j. Ld {U(")(I'.,/)I

0< 11 < *.0 < IJ < t!;l denote the sct of disjoint blocks. Thc idclltilicatioll

procedure is applied to all those blocks. Since the tCl(lnre typ.·~ of all Mot·ks illsi,I.,

a homogeneous texture region should he identical, a block in tile inh'rllal l);lft "f :.

texture region should have the same texture type as all of its llcighhoring hlocks

While a block located at the boundary part of n texture region sholll.1 have it

different texture type than those of its the neighboril:g blocks hclollgilll!- Lo .,th.'r

texture regions. In tile initial stage, a block is considered to Ill' ]Hl.rl of tllt~ internal

area ofa texture region when it has the Sllmc lel(ture class ,IS its fuur rlC~igldl"rilll-\

blocks in the horizontal and vertical directions; otherwise, it is cOllsid(~rerl as all

undetermined block that will be divided and further examined allhe refining stage.

The algorithm in the initial stage is given as Figure 7.l.

Figure 7.2 shows the initial segmentation resuh for all image witlr two tcxtllrt'

regions A and B. The two areas marked by (lashed lines arc intcfllill rt~gi()rrs

decided in the initial stage, For eXll.mple, block Al is ilssigncd to Ill] a part of

internal area of texture II since thc block itself, as well as all of its ucighhorirrg

blocks II" /h, and Afj, are also identified <IS tcxlure II. Blocks locnle!! hcsilll] Uf

across the texture boundary parts will be considered a'l undclermined hJocks. For

example, though block ;\J is identified as texture type A, as the major porlimr of
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Sc"""J1 bloch from lefl to right amI top to bottom:

nlltt

U'''I(,,± ],'1)) allt[

/llnll/"f/± I))

111<>11 [:>.ud block /(1"1(".,,) 10 region A

d~.. 1/(01(/,.'1) SlllyS "ndelermined

Figure 7.1: The algorithm of the initial stage,

Figure i ,2: An example of initial stage.
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this block belongs to texture .. I, this block cannot be se6mented lolh,' int"r11;11 part

of region /1 because it has a different type tll1l1l that oftiw two ll('i~hb0rill~hh'l'ks

li1 and 1/3 , whose major parh ilrc in U:6ioll Il, In this case, a llliS-s"J;11ll'Il1.llli<1lI

would occur if block ,Il was to he segmented to lIle in1.erlll.1 an';] of n.'~inll :\ sin""

a small portion of this block belongs to region II.

During the initial stnge, the number of tile rq;ions aull t.llt: k)(l,urt' l,yl"'s in-

eluded in the image nrc also computed. To improve the nCClIriU:y, lhL' tl'xlnrc' I'YIl"s

of the blocks considered in the subsequent refining procL,,<:[ure arc constrained to

the set of texture types idenlified in the in:i;'ll slage, 'I'lll~rdnr(:, ill till' llllllli!;lY"r

network, the output of channels corresponlling to tliose texlllres which are 11,,1

included in the texture types of tile image will be suppressed ill lhe n·fiuilll; stag,·

so that the compelition is only conducted among the oillpilts of dllUlllds of til<'

textures decided in the initial stage.

7.3.2 The Refining Stage

In the first iteration of the refining stage, undetermined blocks of fmllle si1.e ....'J / .....1

are divided into four smaller blocks of si1.e !it x ~_ g....ch of lIle inlernal rt:gi(JlI,~

produced by the initial sta.ge is then extended 1Iy merging adjlLCl:nt blocks of lli1.e

¥ x ¥ from the boundarie~ of internal regions lowflnlllOllndari"s of UU~ texture

regions. When no more changCli occur to blocks of si7.c 1- x f' allUlllldCrluilied

blocks will be divided 10 smaller blocks of size ~ x ¥. This procedure is rccurllivt:ly
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performed until no more undetermined blocks nre left in the image or th~ block

:;izc of I z I is reached. Tn each iteration, two issues to be considered are: (1)

deterillining tile neighboring blocks of internal region; and (2) determining the

texture type for a neighboring block of an internal region.

Lcl U(k l(II./I) denote a. block a.t the stage when the block size is reduced to

si1.C ~ x 7f in the refining procedure, where 0 ::; II ::;~ and 0 ::; 'I ::; "4f!-.
This 1J1ock is considered to be adjacent to an internal region A if any three of its

ncigbuoring mljaccnt blocks have alrcady been determined to belong 1.0 the internal

rq;ioll.

'1'0 detcrmine the texture type of block fllk/{/J, ,,), a frame containing this block

as its center is examined. If th'.l identification process shows that block H!kJ(p. q)

and its neigbboring internal region have identical texture, the block Can possibly

be included to the texture region. However, in order to ensure segmentation accu·

racy, this result has to be justified by examining other neighboring blocks of block

/iO')(/I.q). For each of the undetermined neighboring blocks, a frame is located in

the same IIIl1.llller as that of block ll(k)(,J,q) to examine the texture type of the

undermined hlock. When the neighboring blocks other than the three neighboring

blocks included in the internal region Rlso show the same texture as the internal

region, blor.k l1(k)(", q) can be merged into the internal region. Otherwise, the

refinillg procedure continues to investigate whether the block can be segmented

into other adjacent internal texture regions, if there arc a.ny.
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It should be noted that the examination of the tl.'xtllTe t)'II('S of ncigili"'Tinlo:

blocks is very critical in forming smooth regiol! bOllnd,lril's 011 till' resulting illlllJ.;{'S.

In most cases, a block across the boundary of two texture rl'l;iolls ('ontltins ,lilr"T'~l1l

portions of two textures. The texture type of the block is lik('ly 1.0 he det'itl.·tl as

the texture type of the major portion when the Mock is Cxnl1lilled. If l1w hl".·k

is included into the internal region correspomlillJ.; to llle llllljor portion, til(' small

porlion of the other region wiU be mis-segmented. I\s a COlls(~q\lence, 1\ hOUllllary

with a sawtooth shape will be produced, as is often observed in ;mages r1eriw,lllsiu).;

existing algorithms, instead of a smooth onc. This prohlem is llvoi,j.~(1 dr,'diVt'l.y

in the segmentation procedure described herc.

Let F(x,y) denote a. frame starting at position (.r,!!) Oil image fi. 'I'll" algo.

rithm of the refining stage is shown as Figure 7.3.

An example of the refining stage is given as Figure 7.'1. The center hlock ill

this figure is denoted as flO' The neighboring blocks (I., fl~, fI.l JIll.ve alrca.ly h(~tm

determined as texture A. By using a frame positioned at the celiler of til" the

t~xture type of flo is identified as type A which is the same as it~ ncigllhorill).;

internal region. To verify this rcsull, the neighbor blocks II;!> fit., I/Ii, "7 ,LIllI If" arc

examined. In this case, the texlure type of Ita and flH have already been decided as

type A The remaining blank blocks (l~, 117 and fl/l are then also identified as type

;\ through the network computation. Therefore block Ilu is merged to the inll:rnal

area. of texture A. However, when the same proccdurc is applied to hlock 'I", 1/"
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k ~ I:

,1,,1
du l

sC'Inall blocks from left to right and top loboUol\l;

if(/(HI(I"q)is undetcfIIlined)

t}Wll l
if(threeadjllcentneighboringblochofII!U(",'1lEill

tlum{

locate a fflune i"(r.,1I) so lbat bloclr Uft)(,},q) is

althecentero{r(.r.lI)

,,=SIX(:Ii'+~-I)

1/ = Sf x (~+ 2,.1." -I);

iqF(I',y)E:I)

t1"1ll(

locate frames for all undetermined ndghbodng

bloch of filti(I.,q);

if (all neighboring frame. E tI)

I,hcnlabel N<tl(",'I) lotegion II;

elsc !~IoI(l},q).taY.llndetcrmined;

I whil" (no bloclr isuewly labeled in this iteration)

l while (~>= 1 lUl,1 there Ilre undetermined bloch)

Fisure 7.3: Thc alsorithm of the rcfining stnge.
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Figure 7.4: 'fhe example of refining ~lal-\'~

slays undetermined since its neighboring block "i' canllot h...· con~idl'r\~lllo lIllYl' l1u'

same lexture as region A. 'rhus (III will be divided into four ~rlH~ller IillJ\:k~ whidl

will be examined individually in the nexl iteraLion.

To examine the performance, images from the Drod1llll aibulli [701 WliTli llSl'r1

to form collaged images since they are frequently used hy rcscarcher~ for Lhl! <:filii·

parison of algorithms. Two considerations in the creating of tlresc collal-:cd illlltl;I~.~

are: (1) visually similar textured regiom were Itpplied to demoll~tratl: thl! mllll~t

performance of the algorithm; and (2) boundaries uclw(~l.!n two l.extllTl~11 rel-\i"us

include straight lines in different directions and circles. lIence, th.! sCl-:lrlcnb.ti""

results from the images can be used to show the performance Oil all po~sjlJII~ hUlllIll·

ary sceneries. Fifteen textures from the album were used, induding Prc~scd ((Jlk
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(I) '1), Herringbone weave (D 16) and Herringbone weave (D 17), French canves

(D :W), Pressed calf [eather (D 24), Beach sand and pebbles (D 27), Beach sand

(IJ 28) and Hcach sand (D 29), Waler (D 37), Straw maLting (D 56), Handmade

paper (I) 57), Woocl grain (D (8), CoUon canvas (D 77), Oriental straw cloth (D

HI) alld Hallin loope<l to a high pile (D 84).

The frallie Jiillc was sdcdcd as 32 X 32. A frame smaller than thi~ size was

con:;iderecl as not big enough to exhibit texture characleristics. Therefore, the

block size in the iuitilll stage was 32 x 32 and it could be reduced to 16 x 16,

M/ R, ... ,aud 1 Y.l in the refining procedure. Figure 7.5 shows the segmenta·

tion resllU for the image containing two similar textures Pressed cork (D 4) and

CnUotl canvas(D77) (Figure 7.5(a)). The situation after the initial segmentation

stage is shown in Figure. 7.5(b}, in which two internal regions arc formed and nn

Illlddcrl1linctl arca is left on the image. Figure. 7.5(c) - (e) are the intermediate

rcslI[h when t~,e decreasing block size is used in the refining procedure; note that

in I~igllre 7.5(c), which is the result nfter the first iteration of the refining stage,

th~' major areas all the imnge have been determined. Figure 7.5(f) is the final

scglllcntlltion result, in wlLich two textures are successfully discriminated and a

smooth bOllm]ary is formed. For comparison between the resulted boundary and

the expcded boundary, a. btight circle as an idea boundary for the tcxtured image

is slIperimllosed on the Figure 7.5{b)-(f).

Another example ill which the original image contains three textures, Pressed
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cork (D4). Beaeh sand (D:!S) and Waler (O:li), i~ given a~ Fi~l1rl' i.li. Tlw "ri~illal

image is in Figu(..: 7.6(a}. Its filial se~m('nlatioll is ~Ihl\\'ll in Fi~,Ul' i.Ii(r), ill

which the improvement of the boundary parI. is d('arly ~howll. Tit" r<"lllaiHill~

e)(perimentnl results nrc listed ill lhe Appendix rigufl, A.>1.

The experiments show thnt the lIcleded texture r['gions h,.I"· a "",HI ,1~n~'Ill"lIt

with the lhe actual ones. Nearly 110 lIlis-scgmclIlc,1 pixcl~ aplwar ill nl" int"rinr

parls of lexture regions. Smooth bOllllllarics au rormed IIO!. ollly r<lr r<'~i"llS willi

straighlline houadn.ries uut also for regions or circul"r bOlllldart,·s, whirll an' g"U

erally believed to be difficult 10 segmelll. SQlut' parts ur illla"t's (~\I('h as IHlrrnW

corners) e:\.nllol he seglllenled at:cumtcly since 1I1cir aTl:a$ art' .tot lilfl:W ('ll'llt"l, tn

contain arrame.
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(a)

(.)

(b)

t
· ,>r~>....::.::.- .. .

';'..,,~;~;. .

(I)

Figure 7.5: A segmentation renlt.. (a) the original image; (b) the result of the
initial st&gej (c)-(e) the intermediate results of the refining stage; (l) the final
result.
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(a)

I')

(,)

(b)

(d)

(I)

Figure 7.6: A segmentation result. (a) the original image; (b) the result of the
initial stage; (c)-(e) the intermediate results of the refining stage; (e) the fin&'!
result.
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7.3.3 Result Evaluation

A sq;:mcntatio1 method is usually evaluated according to both the amount of mis

labekd subregions in illterior parts of texture regions and the accuracy ill locating

r,:~ion boundaries. However, it is difficult to judge and compare among various

scgmentation techniques in part because of the lack of commonly appropriate quan

titative lI1ea.~ures. ami the J;lTcrent ways or sources in construction and selection

of the ksting images. A simple and commOn criterion applied in segmentation

(~valll;~lion is the percentage of mis-segmented pixels, which is calculated by cli

virling the numher of all mis-segmented pixels in an image hy the total number

of pixels. However, we should notice that this measure cannot accurately reflect

the houndary accuracy. Besi{les, it also varies with the percentage of boundary

arca ill a testing image IJeeallse the llIis-segmented pixeb llIostly occur around the

hOllndary lJarts.

A set of quantitative error measures, namely the mean boundary error, the

maximUlIl error over the length of a boundary and the root.mean.square boundary

error, suggcslcd in [46] arc lIlore appropriate in evaluating the segmentation of

llOuudary nreas. As these thrt!e quantitative error measures arc linearly related

with each other, only the mean boundary errOl is used in this thesis to evaluate

lIlL' qnalit)· of boundary parts. The mean boundary error is defined by averaging

the linL... uy-line dilTerence between the boundary in the original test image and the

honudary ill tl:(' segmenlation image [46].
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Testinghnllge Size No. of Boundll'ry Mi~-.~gllll·"t~.t
,

Rcgion! ('io)
DI'_~'I_~I_IG 256x256 . Stmihllinc 4.69
f)5fo ..:l'JI .."" 256x256 • Stmightlinc S.9:.!

D
"

..1'1 300 X 267 , Circle 2.1:.!
f)1·1~1 300 X 278 , Circlc I.OIJ

J)~~.2~ 319 X 292 , Circle ·1.57
D:"-,, 300x281 , Circle JA8
D.;7.:!' 350x305 , Circlc 2.8G
I)';;.,;~ 340x275 , Circlc 1.J9
Dn ..,! 340x275 , Citcl~ 1.25
f)g4 ..~~ 3S0x289 , Circle 1.30
1Jr,5 ..~O 300x278 , Circlc U9
1Jg;.'I 350x289 , Circle 1.65

\,'""UOIl1,;r"ry'
grror(I,ix,-ls)

5.13 _.•

lI.n
257

3.32

3~22

2T3
2.28
1.9n
3.31

Table 7.1: The quantitative evaluation of the scgmentation rl:l<llltN.

Table 7.1 shows the evaluation results of nsing bolll criterion on twdv,' rl'Nlllt·

ing images in the segmentation experiments. The first two images wcre sel'-cll:.l

because they contain four texture regions. Tile rcmaining tCll imag'$ consist "f

regions with circle boundaries. For the percentage of mis..scglllclltCfI pixels, a rallJ.;<'

from 1.30% to 5.92% of n:is..segmentation rates werc obtaincd. Prolllisiug rt:l<lIlts

were also shown by the calculation of the lIIean hOllntlllry error, in wltidl siguili ..

cant small errors were yielded in those testing images of two regions witll (:irclllnr

boundaries.

The results given in Table 7.1 arc comparable with those I'res<mterl in [,Hi).

in which the performance of texture segmentation using differenl lexture fe~lllJf(,S

were compared. Eightccn testing images, each of which W~lS <:orllposed by simply

connecting two tcxture imag<:s of square shape, were used in tllat paper to cvalmlt"
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the segmentation performance. Regarding the mean boundary error, a range of 2 to

811ixd errors was reported in testing using the Haralick (co-occurrence matrix) lind

Laws methods, which were considered to be good results among all testing results

given in that paper. In Table 7.1, the mean boundary errors for the two images

or four regions are comparatively larger (5.13 pixel and 8.73 PiXel) than that of

other images in the table, since more sophisticated situations (four types of texture

joinillg in one area) appear on both images. However, tllese two results should still

he considered as satisfactory results when comparing with those reported in [461.

7.4 A Type Determining Mechanism

The segmentation procedure introduced above assumes the types of textures which

lIlay appear in nn image to be segmented belong 10 a fixed set of textures and that

~amples of textures have already been provided 10 the network for training before

the network is lIsed in the segmentation. However, in some circumstances, the

types of textures that appear in an image may not be known beforehand. A type

determining mechanism must be used beforehand to decide the texture classes in

such images. For this procedure, the user needs 10 provide the number of textures

(N)in all image.

We fint define an average difference value, called the range difference, which

measures the variance in relative total error values of a neighborhood. Assume

fl•• is the AR model parameter set of a center block in an image and Eo is the
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corresponding tol,nl error value of the block. Let I~'I ... , I~\ dcnot,~ Ill,' total V;'Lh,<'S

of its eighlneighboring blocks which arc oblaincd by applying fl •., 10 ,'adl of th,'s~'

blocks respectively. The range difference mn be ddLllcd as:

(7.1)

When tI\e center block in thc original imagc is an intcrior part of n t.CJ(I,llr,~ rq.;ioll,

the tolal error values of ndjacenl blocks 'He all one level, so the value of the rillL!.;..

difference is smalL When the cenler block is on 1\ texturc hOlllulary, lhe vahl<' "r

the range difference will be large.

A procedure can then be designed to decide the types of Lcxtures. 'I'll" lirst

step is to label disjoint blocks of frame size ill an image to he segmcnted ae,:urdinl;

to the range difference value. For each block in the underlying image, if all or ii,s

examined neighboring blocks are not labeled, the block is presented lo lIle nclwork,

resulting in a set of parameters. A range difference value is thcn calculated. If the

range difference value is less than a threshold value '1'1), 11. new lahd is as~ig1lt:d

to the block. If not, this block stays unlabeled. On the other hand, if one of till'

neighbor blocks has already been labeled, a range dirrenmc(~ value i~ compntell Ily

applying the parameter set of the corresponding labeled neighhoring region lo the

center block and all its neighboring blocks. II this value is less Umn 'IiI> till: block

is assigned the same label with the labeled neighboring block.

The second step is to combine the adjaeellt regiolls into one regiou. After

the second step, a number of disconnected labeled regions arc obtained. Assnme
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thnt the number of disconnected regions is AI. On thll principlll that the distance

between any two parameter sets in a duster is less than the distance between two

sels ill two cluster, these M ~ets of parameters can he clustered to N categories

(N is the numhcr of textures in the image provided by user). In each category, the

2.D AH model can be obtained by averaging the parameter sets included. In this

WIlY, the AR models for textures in an image can be obtained.

The type determining mechanism was tested on four images which contain

two, three, or four types of lextures respectively. For each image, parameter sets

were first estimated using the type determining mechani~m and consequently, the

integrated segmentation procedure was applied to perform the segmentation. The

threshold vallie "Ii) was selected as 0.04. These four images and their results arc

shown at. Appendix Figure A.5.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Research

8.1 SUlllmary of Contributions

In this thesis, approaches of texture dnssification and Hcglll(mlalioll wlli<:h IlW

the 2-D AR model for texture property represcnl;llion (LtC studied. II 1I111llilayl:r

neural network has been developed to perform texture fcalnTc extraclion for lcxturt,

classification and segmentation. The network consists of ~hrcc suhncls, i,I:., till:

input subnet, the analysis subnet and the classification 5uhnct. 'fhe irl[lIIl snlJnd

receives an input and distributes the normalized input paltern to lIll: analysis lid.

The analysis 5ubnet consists of a set of channels, ..:acll of whicll lIlo,lcls a lyp': of

texture by its weighted connections and producing a total error whi<:h 1l1l:i~~\lrl:S

the difference between an input texture and the texture modeled by the dllLllfiel.

The classification subnet is a competition mechanism wllich <.Ier.idc~ the tllxtllW
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c!'lSS to which tile input pattern belongs.

The learning procedure of the network maps the process of establishing an AR

model for a textured image into a neural computation so that a weight set pro

duced by the neural computation is the 2-D AR model parameter set of the input

t{'xture. A generali7,cd della rule is designed by which the weight set is computed

according to the gradient of the error space using an iterative process. The use

of tile sigmoidal activalion function successfully suppresSeS the contribution of the

random noise in a uniform texture region and increases the accuracy of a weight

set resulting from the learning process. It also improves the system stability during

the classification and the segmentation phases.

l;or tile situation in which a testing image has a different orientation from the

training samples, two types of rotation invariant classifier have been proposed. In

the first type, models established for the same texture related to eight directions

nrc considered. A testing sample with unknown rotation can be approximately

modeled by the one of the eight models which has the smallest angle difference

to the testing sample. For the second type, a circular neighborhood of thirty

six pixels is expanded from the circular autoregressive model proposed in [181.

The AR model using this circular neighborhood is able to extract the rotation.

invariant features of a texture so that a testing sample with arbitrary orientation

cau be c1assifird.

For textnTf~d image segmentation, an integrated region extraction technique has
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been designed. This technique is implemented by comparillg 10r:,1 tl'gion prollcr·

ties, which are compu1ed by use of the neuml ne1work, in a hierarrhi,:al l11JlllUl'r.

This technique grows all regions in a 1extured image simultanl'ously starling from

internal regions to the boundaries of text,ures using blocks of decreasing 8i\\c. 'I'll,'

internal regions, 1\5 weill'S lhe number and the type of the textures ind11llt~d in an

image are decided in the initial slfl.l;e of the procedure. In the rdining Slll/;(', UI<'

properties of neighboring blocks are used to determine the 10mllcxtllrc IHopl'rly of

a underlying block. To handle the situation in wbich 1he types of kxlurcs lIpp(·ar·

ing in an image under inves1igation are not known hcfordlluul, ,I type ddcrmillillg

mechanism is designed to be used before the segmentation IJrOccr!urc lo dc,:i,lc tht·

textures included in the illlage.

A series of experiments were conducted to lest the llerfOrm;ulces of tile proll"S",1

texture classification and segmentation techniqucs on natural textlHCl1 imag(:s. /I

classification problem of thirty-eight natural textures provided by thc lhc Ilrod:ltr.

album was considered to demonslrale the ability of the artificial n{:llral Ilctwork

in classification. Highly satisfactory results were achieved for most of the t(:xtllH~S

participating in the testing. The abilities of lhe two lypeN of rotatioll invMiant

classifiers in classifying test r,l\mplcs of unknown rotation wcre testc,1 011 imageN of

six natural objects. Samples on chosen directions were provided to the lIetwork~

for training, a.nd then testing samples of arbitrary directions were £lreselllt:d lo

be recognized. For the multi-circular model, 60% lo 100% correel ch~ssificntiOIl
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r"lc~ were reachcd. The result from the multi-direction model is poorer than

lImt of the multi-circular model, however for most of the lextures, 80% to 90%

classification rates were still obtained. The textUl'e segmentation algorithm was

tested on a number of images composed of natural textures from Brodatz Alb~m.

Based on the performance evaluation, it can be concluded that the segmentation

procedure performs very Wt:1I. The type determining mechanism was also tested

all Ilcveral imnges which contain two to four types cf textures respectively. When

llic 1H1I1lher of types of textures is provided, the type determining mechanism can

sllccessfully locale the internnl parts of texture regions and subsequently provide a

sd of AR modcl parameters corresponding to all textures in the image. Generally,

satisfnctory segmentation is shown ill the resulting images from using the type

determining mechanism followed by the segmentation procedure, though some of

the boundaries arc not sufficiently smooth due to the less accurate location of

some illternnl regions when a unique threshold value is required to apply to all

underlying images.

Therc arc several advantages to the neural network texture classifier proposed

ill this thesis. First of all, the adaptive learning process accurately estimates

lUI AR model for a texture by using the sigmoidal activation function and the

gcncmlized delta rule. This gives lhe system a strollg stability in producing good

lc:<hlre fcaturcs which have small differcnces to variances inside a texture and large

differences to variances between different tex~ures. Second of all, the network
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is easy to extend because of its modular slrnchuc ill which nil l'h<lund~ work

independently. Only one more channel and its corresponding training pwn·lln ...·

are needed to enable the system to distinguish a lLew typc of kxture; mOrCOI/N.

such an extension does not affect existing channels. Finally, a high "umlllltiltinll

rate is provided by the network in response to till' illJlllt testing ~nrllpl('~ prt~M'rrkd

to the input layer. Unlike traditional classifiers, whicll tend to process <:tIUlIll'ting

hypotheses sequentially, the neural network classifier tesls compdiul; hyp()t1lt:~"~

in parallel.

Regarding the segmentalion procedure, as n frame is input all(1 fonYrlTllctl Ili

rectly through the layers in the ndwork, the computation tillle for lcdlm: fcatlln:

extraction on ellch examined frame in every iteration of the ~egmelltatioll prtl\:C-

dure is dramatically reduced. Other important advantages of lhe ~cglllCtltlltiult

algorithm are that the number and the locations of the regiotls, ll~ wcllll~ the ma·

jor internal areas of large regions can be efficiently determined in tile initial slagl:.

Unlike some other texture segmentation techniques such II.ll dustcriug or ellg.: l!d{,'1:

tion methods, the number or location of regions and the approxillrale Iicglllt~lltntioll

may not be produced until thc whole segmcntation procedure i~ complcll:tI. U~inl;

this algorithm, an approximatc segmentation is typically rellcbed afler Olle or two

iterations in the refining stage.

An additional important advantage of the segmentation procedure is lImt the

neighboring texture properties are used to detcrmine te:duf(' tYlle for each block
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ami ensure an accurate segmentation. This resulls in two improvements: (1) the

generation of smooth boundaries; and (2) the elimination of mis-labeled interior

pixels. Due to variances in a texture, it frequently happens that some interior

points in a. region arc mis-labeled using segmeJLtation techniques. An additional

smoothing step should be taken lo eliminate such mis-labeled points in those tech

nilJucs. However, very few mis-labeled interior points occur in our results for this

segmentation procedure. Taking a block instead of a pixel as a. basic unit for seg

mentation seems to be another reason for the strong ability to overcome a small

arca of nonuniformity in a texture region.

8.2 Future Research

8.2.1 Improving the Learning Speed

The speed of learning tends to be slow when a. presented image contains large

primitives. A way to improve the speed is to add a momentum term to the weight

modification equation 4.15. This momentum term is proportional to the amount

ofillc weight change in the last cycle ofthe weight adaptation. This term indicates

that the change in a weight in the current step should be related to the change

in the Inst step. The coefficient of the momentum term can be varied according

to ti,~ tobll error change during the weight modification to speed up the learning

process. As the total energy of the system is decreased, the value of the coefficient
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of the momentum term is increased adll.ptivcly.

8.2.2 Improving the Accuracy of the S(lglllclltatioll nil

Narrow Part.s of Textures

An accurate segmentntion cannot be achieved for lIarrow parts of kxtIJrI'~ ~1H"h

as small corners since these areas arc not large enough to cOlllllill II rm11lc, 0111'

possible way of improving the performance in this cnse is to dnplieate ll. hlm:k IIndl,r

examination to form u. bigger area and then apply the ~egl1lclllaLioll IlrOI:CI'lln~ t.O)

the formed area to decide the texture type for the block, Thc cxi~tcllcl~ of lhc

narrow parts on texture images Cll.n then be detected I>y tile lleighhoring siLlialinll

of the block.

8.2.3 The Automatic Determination of t.he NUIUbcl' of

Textures

In the current algorithm, when no prior knowledge aboul tllC types or Iliffcrclll

textures in II. underlying image is availl1.ble, the type determination mcehanism i~

pedormed based on the number of the textures Sllpplicd by the \I~cr, Dt:lcrlllinilJ~

the numher of texture categories in an imnge is II very dirJicult prohlem 111(([ lIO

single method has provided a satisfactory solution so f:lr, Related rnd!lod" nrc

developed by comparing the results when different number ortcxlllre~ arc Sllpp()~cd

and selecting the one which shows the besl result. A frequently used Iilelh,)d ill
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tile modified Huhert (MJI) index [131, which is a measure of correlation between

tit!! matrix of paUern distances and the matrix of class distance when mapping

bl~ck th" pallerns into cluster solution. The true number of texture categories

is estimated by identifying l\. significant knee in the curve af MIl with different

numbers aftextures.

One passible method that can be used far the segmentation technique proposed

in this thesis is to compare the value of the total variance when different numbers

of textures nrc nssumed. Given a texture number J~', a corresponding number of M

scls of All para.meters can be obtained by using the type determination mechanism.

By subsequently applying the parameter sets back to the image, the value of total

varia.nce Cllll be calculated by accumulating the total error values when classifying

each disjoint frame of the original image based on estimated parameters sets. When

the given texture number AI is less than the real number of textures, the value of

the total variance is large. As M is increased from the minimum of two textures

to the real number of textures, the total variance should be decreased. After the

number of textures is equal to the real number of textures, the total variance should

be maintained at n constant level. Therefore the true number of textures can be

dclermined by searching for the significant knee of the curve of the to~a.l variance.
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8.2.4 Incorporating Scale Challges

Another desirable property for a texture classifier is the ill\'i\rinn,',· to ,·Imn~.>s in

scale of an image from the zooming of a camera, ElTcclivc IlIld ('Ollllllll,lllionally

reasonable methods of scale changes invariant classification lUlve nut 1>''''n s,','n ill

the literature because of the difficulty of extracting the C011l1l1l111 fcatlln's of st"nk.l

texture!;, The choice of the feature, the size of the neighborhood alill lIw 'ViIUlt,W

all have to be adapted I\S the scales of images are chunged. 'l'llcrdon> in pradi... ·•

instead of developing a scale invariant c1assilier which conld aC(~'~l't arhitmry sntl"s

of testing images, methods hased on 1lI1lUiscale Me developel) in I~~, ~r;I. I;','r 1.1,.,

network in this thesis, expanding the cnrrent neuril) nclw'Jrk lo disLilll\llisllllll\

textured images of llIultiscale can be another direction of fnlllrc rcs('nrdl. Olil'

implelllentable method is traininll, each type of texture IIsillg ledillg Sitlllllt.~S 011

different senles respectively. More sophisticated featnres which illcorpnml'~ SC:")I'

change3 should 11.130 he 3tudil..-d in future research.
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(I)

(3)

(5) (6)

Figtue A.l:Tedures from the Brodatz album for classification experiments.
(I) P.....d ro,k (D4); (2) G...,l.wn (D9);
(3) Woven aluminum wire (DI4); (4) Straw (015);
(5) Heningbone weave (DI7); (6) Woolen cloth (DI9);
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(7)

(9)

(11)

Figure A.I (Continue):
(7) French canvas (020);
(9) Herringbone weave (016);
(11) Beach .and (029);
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(8)

(10)

(12)

(8) French CaDVS (021);
(10) Beach .and (028);
(12) Pressed cork (033);
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(13)

(15)

(17)

Figure A.I (Continue):
(13) Netting (D34);
(15) Straw screening (049);
(17) Oriental cloth (D52);
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(14)

(16)

(lg)

(14) Water (D37);
(16) Raffia with thread. (D51);
(18) Oriental cloth (D53);



(19)

(21)

(23)

Figure A.I (Continue):
(19) Oriental Straw cloth (080);
(21) Handmade paper (057);
(23) Oriental r.llan (065);
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(20)

(22)

(24)

(20) Straw maUing (D56);
(22) Oriental r.llan (064);
(24) Plastic pellets (066);



(25)

(29)

Figure A.I (Con~inue):

(25) Wood gr";n (068);
(27) Coff.. bean' (075);
(29) Cnltnn canvas (077);
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(30)

(26) Coffee be.n' (074);
(28) Gr." fiber clotb (076);
(30) G,.., fiber cloth (079);



(31)

(33)

(35)

Figure A.I (Continue):
(31) Oriental.traw cloth (081);
(33) Sea ran (087);
(35) Loose hurlap (0104);
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(34)

(36)

(32) Loo.e hurlap (0103);
(34) Handmade paper (0110)
(36) Cheesecloth (0105);



(37)

Figure A.I (Continue):

(37) Handmade pap", (dI09);

(I)

(38)

(38) Pl..tic bubbl.. (0111).

(2)

Figure A.2: Textures used in rotation invariant classification experiments.

(I) Sweat., (I);
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(2) Sweat", (2);



(5)

(7)

Figure A.2: (Continue)
(3) Sw••t.,(3);
(5) Cloth (1);
(7) Cloth (3);
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(6)

(8)

(4) Paper Box Cover;
(6) Cloth {2};
(8) Cloth (4).



(I)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

Figure A.3: Images of texture Paper Box Cover on five orientations.
(I) 90'; (2) 60';
(3) 30'; (4) (5) two ",bi"",y .ogl...
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(2)...

(3) ...
Figure A.4:The results of segmentation experiments.

(l}..a. image composed of Beach sand (028) and Pressed cork (04);
(l}_b segmentation result of (1)..&;
(2)..& image composed of Herringbone weave (017) &D.d water (037);
(2)_b segmentation result of (2)..&;
(3)..& image composed of Straw matting (056), Wood grain (068), Water (037)

(3}_b~~er:::~~or~J/l~f (3)..&;

(1)...
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(4)-"

(6)-" (6)_b
Figure A.4 (Continue)

(4)-& image composed of Pressed calf leather (D24) and Pressed cork (D4}j
(4)_b segmentation result of (4)..&;
(5)..a image composed of Water (D37) and Pressed cork (04);
(5)_b segmentation result of (5)_&;
(6)_& image composed Herringbone weave (017) and Pressed calf leather (D24)j
(6)_b 5~mentation result of (6)..&;
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(8)__

(7)_b

~~ ~~

Figure A.4 (Continue)
(7)....a. image composed of Cotton canvs (077) and Pressed cork (04);
(7)..b segmentation result of (7)...&;
(8)..& image composed of Raffia looped to pile (084) ud Calf leather (D24}j
(8)_b segmentation result of (8)..&;
(9)...& image composed of Beach sand (028) and Calf lea.tber (024);
(9}_b segmentation result of (9}_&;
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•
(10).b

(ll).b

Figure AA (Continue)
(10)_& image composed of Handmade paper (D57) and Beach sand (D29);
(lO)_b segmentation result of (10)..&;
(11)..& image composed of Herringbone weave (017), Cal! leath (024), Oriental

(ll)_b ~g~~l~t~o~~~:ht~f(rif~~gboneweave (DI6);
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(12).. (12)~b
Figure A.4 (Continue)

(12)....a image of Oriental rattan (065) and French. canvas (020);
(12)_b segmentation result of (12)..&.

(I).. (1)~b

Figure A.5: Segmentation results when using type determining mechanism;
(1)...a image composed of Pressed cork (04), Beach sand (028) and Water (037);
(l)_b segmentation result of (I)_a;
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(2)-"

(3)-" (3).b

~
(4)-" (4~

Figure A.S (Continue)
(2)_& image composed of Herringbone weave (D17), Calf leather (D24),

(2)_b 5egment~rt~~t~s~ta~f?~}~/D81), and Herringbone weave (016);

(3)...a image composed of Beach sand (028) and Pressed cork (D4);
(3)_b segmentation result of (3)....a;
(4)...& image composed of French CAnvas (020) and Beach sand (028);
(4)_b segmentation re.lult of (4)..&.
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